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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Methods for describing the modes of optical resonators
are a subject of considerable intrinsic interest as well
as being a topic of great practical importance.

The methods

involve subtleties resulting from an attempt to use the more
manageable mathematics of the Kirchhoff-Fresnel type
formulation rather than the mathematics needed to solve
rigorous boundary-value problems.

Furthermore, subtleties

also result from the attempt to describe the vectorial
optical field with a scalar function.
In the present study various approaches to the problem
are examined and compared.

Integral equation formulations

are given particular attention, but direct differential
equation attacks are also considered.

Once an appropriate

formulation of the problem has been prescribed, there
remains the task of obtaining exact and approximate solutions
Undertakings intended to partially fulfill this task are
also described.
Three of the themes that pervade this investigation
involve:

(a) the boundary conditions imposed in the various

formulations, (b) edge effects arising from the finite sizes
of mirrors, and (c) a certain emphasis on methods involving
functional equations.

In particular, the functional method

described in Section IV offers a new and rather simple
way to evaluate the effects of sharp mirror edges on the
mode profiles for unstable resonators.
The intention of a resonator theory is to produce
equations which describe the spatial distribution of a
steady state electromagnetic field in the vicinity of two
reflectors as shown in Fig. I-l.

If the active medium is

capable of amplifying the light which is reflected back
and forth between the reflectors, then the configurations
in Figs. I-l and 1-2 are called laser (light amplification
by £timulated emission of radiation) resonators.

The

analysis of these types of resonators, starting with the
primigenial paper of Fox and Li (1), has predominantly
employed classical, scalar optics in the Kirchhoff-Fresnel
formulation for the propagation of optical waves in the
resonator.

Like the Kirchhoff-Fresnel formulation itself,

even though there are basic objections to the widely used
procedure of Fox and Li (1), the results predicted have
been experimentally verified in certain cases (2). The
original work disregarded the active medium and calculated
the modes of a "passive" cavity.

These damped modes were

shown to be useful in resonator analyses.
The principle concern of the present work is the
understanding of the class of optical resonators designated
as unstable resonators.

Unstable resonators for laser

Active Medium

Reflector 1
Fig. I-l.
resonator.

Reflector 2

Simple configuration of an optical

Fig. 1-2.

Stable and unstable resonators

applications were first proposed by Siegman (4) in 1965 as
a means to more efficiently use the large volumes of
active media proposed for high power laser devices.

In

contrast, the class of resonators designated as stable
resonators have relatively narrow, gaussian beam crosssections which cannot fill large mode volumes.

A simple

geometrical optics explanation illustrates the difference
between the two classes of resonators as indicated in Fig.
1-2.

If a light ray parallel to and near the optical axis

is introduced into the interior of the resonator from one
reflector, for a stable resonator the ray after many
reflections will remain within the transverse boundaries
of the reflectors.

For an iinstable resonator, however,

the ray after several reflections will walk out of the
confines of the resonator.

Because there are fewer passes

on the average in an unstable resonator, the amplifying medium
must provide much higher gain than is required for stable
resonators.

The transverse distributions of light intensity

in the two cases are very different.
The organization of the present work is as follows:
An historical review is given in Section II and then the
basics of classical resonator theory are described in
Section III.

A Cornu spiral analysis is used to illustrate

the limitations in Siegman's (4) geometrical optics
analysis of unstable resonators.

That useful analysis fails

for small Fresnel numbers.

A new method involving the

solution of a fiinctional equation for the mode profiles
is presented in Section IV.

This approach corrects the

geometrical mode profiles for small Fresnel numbers.

The

influence of edge effects on the mode losses in unstable resonators is continued in Section V.

In Section VI, the

Helmholtz equation is solved numerically for the mode
profiles in an unstable resonator.

This approach allows

certain features of the active media, such as gain
saturation and index variations, to be included in the
analysis.

In Section VII, a different formulation of the

integral equations describing the modes in a laser
resonator is described.

The Fox-Li formulation is shown to

correspond to damped fields in the new formulation.

A

new integral equation is investigated and possible methods
of solution are proposed.

SECTION II
HISTORICAL REVIEW
In order to extend the operating frequency of the
maser into the optical range to obtain a laser, an entirely
different concept was required for the resonator.

In 1958

Schawlow and Townes (7) proposed a Fabry-Perot type resonator.
This consisted of the open structure shown in Fig. I-l with
two flat mirrors for the reflectors.
were:

The important questions

could such structures support resonant modes and

what would be the electromagnetic field distributions and
resonant frequencies?

The first two lasers (ruby and He-Ne)

employing this type of configuration were successfully
constructed in 1960.

The questions posed above were experi-

mentally answered affirmatively and have been an area of
active theoretical research ever since.
The earliest theoretical work which attempted to predict
the resonant modes in an optical resonator appeared in 1961
with the two papers by Fox and Li (1) and Boyd and Gordon (8).
Fox and Li used a computer to solve their integral equation
numerically in an iterative fashion to predict that steadystate field distributions, or normal modes, did indeed
exist in the open type Fabry-Perot laser resonator.

They

also calculated the corresponding diffraction losses for the
normal modes and used the same n\americal procedure to predict

the behavior of confocal resonators.

The confocal resonator

consists of opposing spherical mirrors separated by the
radius of curvature of the mirror surfaces and since the
focal length of the spherical mirror is one-half its radius
of curvature, the focal points of the opposing mirrors
coincide at a distance half-way between the mirrors.

Boyd

and Gordon used the Fox-Li integral equation for a confocal
resonator with mirrors of square cross section (sides of
width 2a) in order to obtain a separable solution in closed
form for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the integral
equation.

Soohoo (9) subsequently investigated the case of

a nonconfocal resonator.

Wolf (10) used the Fox-Li formula-

tion of the resonator problem to show that the spatial
coherence properties of the laser were due primarily to the
processes of propagation and diffraction for a large number
of reflections at the two mirrors.

Kotik and Newstein (11),

in a departure from the Kirchhoff-Fresnel formulation, used
the spectrum of plane waves approach (12) to calculate the
oscillation threshold for a Fabry-Perot resonator.

They

incorporated the active medium by including a complex
molecular susceptibility into the propagation constant for
electromagnetic waves.
approach.

Yariv (13) has used a similar

This approach is considered in more detail in

Section VI.

Fox and Li (14), applied their original work

(1) to resonators with curved and tilted mirrors and to
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non-confocal resonators.

Li (15) investigated mirrors with

circular cross section using the original iterative procedure
(1) in attempting to obtain data on diffraction losses
suitable for practical design purposes.
In the Soviet Union the first major contribution to the
theory of optical resonators appeared in 1963 in a paper
by Vainshtein (16) who found analytical results for the
resonant modes of plane parallel (flat) mirrors of rectangular
and circular cross section.

He used the theory of reflection

at the open end of a waveguide and obtained results which
did not agree in detail with the Fox and Li calculations.
Authors in the Soviet Union used the geometrical optics
interpretation of resonator modes extensively, and a representative article by Bykov (17) is given in the references.
In 1965 Streifer (18) and Heurtley and Streifer (19)
used a different technique, which did not involve an
iterative process, to solve the Fox-Li integral equation
for mirrors of spherical curvature having both rectangular
and circular cross sections.

In 1966 an excellent review

article was published by Kogelnik and Li (2) which summarized
the state of the art for both the propagation of laser beams
and the analysis of laser resonators.
At this point a departure is taken from the historical
development of optical resonator research in general and
the development of the theory of unstable resonators is given,

starting with the classic paper by Siegman (4) in 1965.

In

this paper Siegman described the properties of unstable
resonators and their potential in laser applications and
used a geometrical optics approach to predict the losses in
such resonators.

In a second paper, Siegman and Arrathoon

(20) used a geometrical optics approach to find the so
called "geometrical modes" in an unstable optical resonator.
This paper showed in a convincing way the possibility for
a high degree of mode discrimination in unstable resonators
due to the large differences between the value of the loss
for the fundamental mode and higher order modes.

In a third

paper, Siegman and Miller (21) used the Prony method to
calculate the eigenvalues of the "standard" Fox-Li formulation of the resonator problem as applied to unstable
resonators.

At this point, some confusion was introduced

because the losses of the various low order modes actually
crossed as the Fresnel niimber of the resonator was varied.
This was explained to some extent in a later paper by
Anan'^ev (22) as being due to the sharp edges of the model
resonators used for theoretical calculations.

Sharp edges

correspond to reflection coefficients which are assumed to
be discontinuous at the reflector boundaries.
Subsequent papers on unstable resonators include the
following:

Kahn (23) used a ray optics development and

verified Siegman's original calculations of the losses of
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unstable resonators in the geometrical optics limit (4).
Barone (24) used the Fox-Li integral equation formulation
to obtain a functional equation used to produce the spectrum
of oscillation frequencies and mode losses for unstable
resonators in an approximation equivalent to geometrical
optics.

Bergstein (25) used infinite limits on the integral

equation of Fox and Li to obtain a differential equation to
be solved for the modes.

The solutions for the mode profiles

are Hermite polynomials with complex argument which agree
with the results of Streifer (26) who obtained the result
in a different way but with the same assumption of infinite
limits of integration.

Sanderson and Streifer (27) gave a

detailed, quantitative account of the behavior of unstable
resonator modes by using the classical, integral equation
approach solved by gaussian quadrature with matrix diagonalization to obtain the eigenmodes.

They also presented an

interesting Cornu spiral analysis for the losses of an
unstable resonator.

This topic is pursued further in

Section IV where the Cornu spiral analysis is extended to
the calculation of field distributions.
Bergmann (28) developed the theory of a general class
of optical resonators in a compact form by means of the
raising and lowering differential operators commonly used
in quantum mechanics.

His results are valid for paraxial

ray theory (negligible aperturing).

For unstable resonators.
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he proves, not surprisingly, that these paraxial or pencillike modes do not exist.

Chester (29) has used the exact

mode solutions of Zucker (30) to predict mirror misalignment
effects in unstable resonators with mirrors having reflectivities which vary in a gaussian manner from a maximum on
the axis.

The effects of beam steering were also considered

in a similar fashion by Chester (31). In a recent paper
Chen and Felsen (32) extended the approach of Vainshtein (16)
to include unstable resonators.
McAllister, Steier and Lacina (33) have recently used
the Rubinowicz formulation of scalar diffraction theory to
explain the importance of edge effects in unstable resonators
and to predict that mode properties can be improved by using
edge tapering of the mirror reflectivities and by altering
the shape of the mirror boundary.
In the Soviet Union considerable work has been done in
the area of unstable resonator analysis (22, 34, 35, 36) and
an excellent review article has been given by Anan'ev (34).
Most of the work was of the analytical type with emphasis
on the geometrical optics aspects of the modes (36). Anan'ev
(35) was the first to point out the importance of edge
diffraction effects from shape edge reflectors in determining
the losses of the various modes as a function of Siegman's
equivalent Fresnel number (20).
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Several articles have appeared in recent years giving
experimental data on the operation of unstable resonators
(37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42). Quantitative agreement of
Siegman's predictions of mode losses (21) with experimental
data was shown by Freiberg, Chenausky, and Buczek (39, 40).
The ability of the unstable resonator to oscillate in a
single transverse mode is described by Reilly (41). Experimental verification of McAllister's theory of improved mode
properties in unstable resonators by shaping the mirror
boundary (33) is demonstrated by Maunders, et. al. (42).
Since the complexity of the equations involved in
resonator analysis generally forces one to do a computer
calculation to obtain information about the resonant modes,
a brief summary of the various numerical techniques is given
here.

The original approach involved solving the Fox-Li

integral equation (1)

Yu(r) =

I
K(r,s) u(s) dS^^
^1

,

(II-l)

by using the method of Neumann iteration, assuming an
arbitrary initial field distribution

UQ(S).

In Eq. (II-l),

Y is an eigenvalue, u(r) is the traveling wave scalar field
at a point r at mirror S2 and u(s) is the field at points
- » •

on mirror S-,.

- * - ,

The kernel, K(r,s), is complex symmetric.

K(r,,s) = K(s,r), but not Hermitean, K(r,s) i^ K(s,r)*.

The
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initial profile is hit by the integral operator yielding a
new profile which is in turn hit by the integral operator,
and so on.

If, after many passes (successive iterations),

the field distribution differs from pass to pass only by a
complex constant, then this distribution is taken to be a
normal mode of the system, or an eigenfunction.
value is simply the complex constant y.

The eigen-

This equation will

be more fully discussed in Section III.
Since, in any numerical method, the functions are
sampled at only a discrete number of points, Eq. (II-l)
can be converted to a matrix eigenvalue problem.

An

excellent review of this procedure and a review of
numerical methods for resonator problems in general has been
given by Sanderson and Streifer (43). The resulting matrix
problem is

E Y = B E

(II-2)

where B is an NxN matrix which depends on the value of the
kernel at the N sample points and the quadrature method
chosen to convert Eq. (II-l) to a set of simultaneous
algebraic equations, E is an NxN matrix whose columns
contain the sample values for a particular mode and I is a
diagonal NxN eigenvalue matrix (43). Equation (II-2) can be
obtained by a kernel expansion technique (18, 19, 43), and
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by gaussian quadrature (27, 43). There are special methods
which have been used to obtain the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions in Eq. (II-2).

Sanderson and Streifer (43)

used an IBM program called ALU^IAT to obtain all of the
complex eigenvalues.

Siegman and Miller (21) used the Prony

method to obtain the eigenvalues.

Once the eigenvalues have

been determined, the eigenfunctions, or mode profiles, can
be solved for from Eq. (II-2) .
In search of more efficient computational algorithms,
Baumgardener and Phelps (44), Sziklas and Siegman (45), and
Soohoo (46) have applied the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
technique to the solution of optical resonator problems.
A new method for asjmiptotically evaluating Eq. (II-l) has
been proposed by Horwitz (47) .
Rather than solving the integral equations of classical,
scalar optics, another approach is to solve the scalar
Helmholtz partial differential equation directly for optical
fields in the cavity.

An implicit finite difference scheme

will be described in Section VI for the direct solution of
the partial differential equation.
In the next section, various approximations to the
Fox-Li equation (II-l) are described.

This will help to

establish the context for much of the work in later sections.
The geometrical optics approach to the analysis of unstable
resonators is also investigated and a Cornu spiral analysis
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is presented which exhibits the reason for the failure of
the geometrical optics approach for small Fresnel numbers

SECTION III
ANALYTICAL BACKGROUND FOR RESONATOR
MODE DESCRIPTION
In this section, the basics of the classical method of
resonator analysis, using the Fox-Li integral equation, are
presented.

This point of departure will be useful in

introducing the terminology and definitions of resonator
analysis.

The terminology of unstable resonators is then

introduced with a discussion of Siegman's geometrical
optics analysis (4). Finally, a Cornu spiral analysis is
presented which exhibits the inconsistency of the geometrical
optics approach when diffraction effects due to the finite
aperture size become important.

This occurs for small

Fresnel numbers.
III-A.

The Fox-Li Integral Equation

The development of the Fox-Li integral equation (II-l)
proceeds by employing the Kirchhoff-Fresnel formulation of
scalar diffraction theory.

Two conditions must be met for

the scalar theory to be applicable:

(a) the diffracting

aperture must be large compared to a wavelength and (b) one
must not believe the results in a region too close to the
aperture (12). These conditions are met to a large extent
in many practical optical resonators.

Rather than presenting

the very interesting history of optics, only the most
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pertinent results will be used.

A good, short summary of

the development of the theory of diffraction can be found
in the book by Goodman (12), and a detailed development
can be found in Born and Wolf (48). Suffice it to say that
the scalar optical field u(r) in the region V to the right
of the aperture in the infinite opaque screen shown in
Fig. III-l is given by

-,-.
1 ^^
- -^^^
u(r) = ^
u(s) ^
S.
^

i+cos e dS^
2

,

(III-l)

where r is the "field" position vector and u(s) is the
scalar field in the aperture, where s is the "source"
position vector locating points on the aperture surface,
S..

R = |R| is the distance between the point, s, on the

surface and r.

Monochromatic light of wavelength X with

a time variation of e""^^
0) is just 0) = kc =

(2TT/X)C

is assumed.
=

2ITV,

The radian frequency

where c is the speed of

light and v is the optical frequency (approximately 2.8 x
1o

10

Hz for X = .00106cm in the CO2 laser).

With the time

variation separated as in Eq. (III-l), the field u is
regarded as a complex phasor quantity containing both
amplitude and phase information from which the "physical"
field can be obtained as follows
U(r,t) = Re{u(r)e"^^^i = |u(r)|cos ((J)(r) - wt)

(III-2)
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of diffraction.

Geometry for Kirchhoff-Fresnel formulation
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where u(r) is written as the phasor |u(r) | e"^^^^^ (12).
Various assumptions are required in order to argue
that the solutions of (III-l) give good approximations for
the scalar field u(r).

These assumptions are discussed

in Refs. (12) and (48), but two of them will be specifically
noted at this point.

First, Kirchhoff's boundary conditions

assume that the field and its normal derivative vanish
on the surface of the opaque screen (surface S bounding 1/
in Fig. III-l) and that the field in the aperture due to
a source to the left of the screen is identical to the
value it would assume if there were no screen or aperture
present.

Second, in order for there to be no contribution

from the surface S^ bounding 1/ at infinity, the Sommerfeld
radiation conditions must be satisfied:

R ( 9 H - iku) = 0
^9n
Ru is bounded

(III-3a)

,

(III-3b)

as R becomes infinitely large.
Another assumption made by Fox and Li (1) simplifies
Eq. (III-l) even further.

For many resonator geometries,

e is a small angle and the quantity in the brackets, the
obliquity factor, in the surface integral in Eq. (III-l),
is approximately equal to one.

Equation (III-l) then
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reduces to

u(r) =

^

(

^ikR
u(s) ^
e ^ - dS^

.

(III-4)

^A

Now, returning to the analysis of optical resonators
carried out by Fox and Li, it will be obvious that their
approach led naturally to Eq. (III-4) as a primary tool.
They considered a propagating wave reflected back and
forth between two plane parallel mirrors as shown in
Fig. III-2a. They then employed the equivalent concept of
a transmission medium consisting of a sequence of collinear,
identical apertures cut into parallel and perfectly
absorbing screens of infinite extent as shown in Fig. III-2b.
Using Eq. (III-4), the field on successive apertures can
be found in terms of the field on the previous aperture.
The Fox-Li integral equation (II-l) is then obtained by
searching for steady state solutions, where the field on
successive apertures differs from the field on the preceding
apertures only by a complex constant.

Mathematically this

means that u(r) = Y^C?)» ^o^ ^ on the aperture, hence

yu(?) =

ikR
u(S) ^ ^ - dS^

^

,

(III-5)

^A
which is the Fox-Li integral equation for the normal modes
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Mirror 1

Mirror 2

T
2a

1

L

•>

(a) Resonator cavity

T

Aperture

1
Perfectly absorbing screens
(b) Sequence of apertures

~ Fig. III-2.
mode problem.

Fox-Li interpretation of the resonator
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of an optical resonator.

The assumptions required in order

to argue that the solutions of (III-5) give good approximations for resonator modes are discussed in detail in
Section VII.

This equation is a homogeneous Fredholm

integral equation of the second kind and may be regarded
as an eigenvalue problem.

For most values of Y, the unique

solution is u E O . The special values of Y ^OT which
nontrivial solutions for u exist are the eigenvalues of the
problem and the corresponding solutions u are the eigenfunctions (49). The problem of the existence of eigenvalues
for Eq. (III-5) has been considered by Newman and Morgan (50),
The terminology and definitions used in the analysis
of resonators will now be developed by the adaptation of
the classical, Fox-Li integral equation (III-5) to the
solution of practical optical resonator problems.

For
simplicity, only resonators for which the kernel (eikR )/R
in Eq. (III-5) is separable in the two coordinates transverse to the optical axis will be considered.

This applies,

in particular, to mirrors of rectangular cross section,
circular cross section and the so called "strip" mirror
case of an infinitely long cylindrical mirror.
of interest are illustrated in Fig. III-3.

The cases

The symmetric

resonator (with identical opposing mirrors) configured as
in the cases cited above and in Fig. III-3 will be of
primary concern.

23

Optical Axis

(d)
Fig. III-3. Resonator geometries in which variables
transverse to the optical axis are separable.
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In Eq. (III-5) the expression for R depends upon the
geometry of the resonator and the character of the mirror
surfaces (S^). The value for R in the denominator of the
ikR
kernel (e
)/R can be replaced by L, the separation of the
mirrors, without significantly changing the value of the
integral.

The expression for R in the exponential phase

factor must be considered more carefully since the distances
of importance (specifically the departure of the mirrors
from a plane surface) are a significant fraction of a
wavelength and can strongly influence the phase and, hence,
the value of the integral.

First, consider the plane

parallel (flat mirror) case with rectangular mirrors as
shown in Fig. III-4 where the "field" coordinates are
unprimed and the "source" coordinates are primed.

With

R determined from Fig. III-4 and making the Fresnel approximation (2a/L)^ << 1, and N = a^/AL << (L/a)^, where N is the
Fresnel number of the cavity, the Fox-Li integral equation
reduces to

Yu(x,y) = ^jj-

j j

u(x',y') expji^ Kx-x') -l-(y-y') | dx'dy' ,
(III-6)

for square mirrors of v/idth 2a.
Now consider mirrors of rectangular cross section
having surfaces which depart from the plane parallel case
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Fig. III-4.

The Fabry-Perot resonator
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in a spherical manner as shown in Fig. III-3b.

In Fig. III-5,

a section of a S3mimetric resonator with radius of curvature
R^ is shown.

Since the resonator is symmetric, R-, = R«.

Using R from Fig. III-5 in Eq. (III-5) gives

i k L fh

^^^'^^ =TXr]

rSL

I

,

.

o

o

o

o

i

J ^(x',y')exp -i^(xx'+yy')-hHg(x2+x'%2+y'2)(j^,^.
J

(

"*D —a

(III-7)

for widths 2a and 2b in the x and y directions, respectively.
The notation

gi = 1 - ^

,

i = 1, 2

(III-8)

i
has been introduced.
resonator analysis.
as in Eq. (III-7).

These g parameters are widely used in
For the S3mimetric resonator, g^ ^ §2 ^ ^'
From the assumption in Fig. III-5 that

A. was positive for mirror i concave toward the interior
of the resonator cavity, the convention on the sign of R^
is obtained as

R. > 0

mirror i concave

(III-9a)

mirror i convex

(III-9b)

1

R. < 0
1

for i = 1, 2 and concavity or convexity is relative to the
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Fig. I I I - 5 .

Cross section of a syimnetric resonator
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interior of the cavity.

The sign convention is discussed

in more detail in Appendix A.

Equation (III-7) can be

written in another useful form without the g parameter:

ikL •bz-a
Yu(x,y) = -7j^
u(x',y')exp

2. ,2 2. ,2
-x')2-f(y-.y')2 -ik X +x . y^+y 'dx'cfy'.
TR^

jiiE^-^'

^

(III-IO)

The integral equation for the strip mirror case can
be written, by noting the separability of Eq. (III-IO), as

c.
f(x')exp^(x-x')'^-ik(x^+x'^)/2R. [ dx'
-'-a
I
'

ik L/2 ra
Y/(x) = ^
/LXL

,

(Ill-lla)

and, from Eq. ( I I I - 7 ) , s e p a r a b i l i t y implies t h a t

Yf(x)
X

ik L/2 fa
[ f(x')exp{-ikxx'/L+ikg(x^+x'^)/2L} dx*
v^iAL

,

(Ill-llb)

J -a

where u(x,y) = f(x)h(y) and Y = Y^^^Trx y

"^^^ equation for

h(y) is the same as Eqs. (III-ll), with x replaced by y and
the limits become -b and b.
To obtain the integral equation for circular mirrors,
R is obtained from Fig. III-6 and substituted into Eq. (III-5)
to obtain
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Ar = /r^-+r'^-2rr' cos(<t>-<t>')

Fig. III-6.

Geometry for circular mirrors
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YVn^(r)
^^:rT^ = .n+l,
1
L

Kn(r,r') V^(r') dr'

(III-12)

0

where V^(r) = /rV^(r), and u(r,(|)) = V^(r) e^^, n = 0, 1, 2,
The kernel is given by

K^(r,r') = J^(krr'/L)/rr' exp |^g(Ar'2)

,

(III-13)

where J^ is the n^h order Bessel function of the first
kind and, as before, g = 1 - 5—, where R-, is the radius
^1
^
of curvature of both mirrors.
III-B. Geometrical Analysis
of Unstable Resonators
The terminology of optical resonator analysis has
been described above and now unstable resonators will be
treated specifically.

In terms of the g parameters, it

can be shown from geometrical optics considerations (51)
that a resonator is stable in the sense of the discussion
in Section I, if

0 1 g^g2 1 1

where g. is defined in Eq. (III-8).

(III-14)

The stability region

in the g-i-go plane is shown in Fig. III-7 as the shaded
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Fig. III-7.

Stability Diagram for optical resonators
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region.

The boundaries of the stability region mark the

transition from relatively low diffraction loss systems
to high diffraction loss systems.

The boundary is actually

less abrupt than indicated in Fig. Ill-7, as shown by Fox
and Li (14).
The type of unstable resonator shown in Fig. 1-2,
having two convex mirrors, clearly lies in the unstable
region since g^ = 1 - ^
hence g]^g2 > 1-

= g^ > 1 for R^ negative, and

This type of resonator was originally

proposed and analyzed by Siegman (4) in the geometrical
optics limit.

The analysis is briefly reviewed as motivation

for the approximate analysis presented in Section IV.
The geometry of the strip unstable resonator is shown
in Fig. III-8a.

Siegman assumed that a mode of the

resonator consisted of cylindrical waves arising from
virtual foci a distance rL behind each mirror.

The foci do

not necessarily correspond to the center of curvatures of
the mirrors, so that the mirrors are not necessarily
surfaces of constant phase.

Since a sjnnmetric resonator

is assumed, a wavefront leaving the left mirror must, after
propagation to the right mirror and reflecting from the
right mirror, have the same radius of curvature it started
out with.

This simply ensures a self-perpetuating normal

mode in the system and is in the same spirit as the Fox-Li
iterative approach.

For a mirror with focal length
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Diverging
Wave

^Converging
Wave

(b)

Fig. III-8.
resonators.

Geometrical optics analysis of unstable
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f - -Rj^/2, the transformation law for the radius of curvature
of wavefronts is (see Appendix A)

1
R —
out

_
~

1
R—
m

. 1
+ f

'

(III-15)

where R^^ is the radius of curvature of the incoming wavefront and R^^^ is that of the outgoing wavefront.

The self-

consistency requirement described above then becomes

-i- =
rL

1
rL+L

"

2
R^

'

(III-16)

with r positive for foci located toward the exterior of the
resonator as shown in Fig. III-8a.

From (III-16) it follows

that

- ^ = g ±/g

- 1

.

(III-17)

For the positive sign in Eq. (III-17), r, is positive and
represents a diverging wave as shown in Fig. III-8b.

For

the negative sign, r_ is negative and represents a converging
wave with a focus located the same distance from the right
mirror as the positive r, was from the left mirror, as
shown in Fig. III-8b.

The diverging wave is stable in that

a small perturbation of the diverging wave from the exact
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virtual center r_^, say r| = r_^ -H 5, will result, after many
reflections, in a sequence of 6's which approach zero.
However, for the converging wave, the situation is different
in that the sequence of 6's approaches a definite limit.
This limit happens to be 6_ = |r_| + r

+ so that the new

virtual center is just r_ + 6_ = r^ and the converging wave
is converted into a diverging wave with the same virtual
focus as the r^ solution.
symmetrical resonators.

The same conclusions hold for nonSiegman (4) ignores the converging

wave solution and considers only diverging wave solutions,
Anan'ev (22) suggests, however, that for mirrors with
sharp edges (transition region h << a/2N
mirror half width and N

, where a is the

is the equivalent Fresnel number
eq
^

defined by Siegman (20) and described in Eq. (IV-13)),
the converging wave is continuously fed diffracted power
from the sharp edges and hence not only exists in the
resonator but has a dominant effect on the properties of
the resonator modes.
Section V.

This will be considered in detail in

Equation (III-17) gives the linear magnification,

M, which is related to the g parameter as follows:
M = g + /g^ - 1

g = (M^-fl)/2M

(III-18a)

,

(III-18b)
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and for the minus sign in Eq. (III-17), the de-magnification
factor Mj is given by

^d = ^/^

'

(III-18C)

corresponding to a converging wave.

The factor r i s given

by

r = 1/(M-1) .

(III-19)

From Fig. III-8c, the fraction of the energy which is lost
in one pass is 1 - a/3 where a/3 is the fraction of the
energy retained due to reflection from the right mirror.
The loss is then given by

*1-D = 1 - ?Tr = ^ - H

for infinite strip resonators.

•

(III-20)

The fraction of the energy

which is reflected for circular or square mirrors is
(a/3) , so that the loss per pass is given by

*2-D ^ ^ - Z2
M

•

(III-21)

The amplitudes associated with the cylindrical waves
were assumed to be constant within the illuminated region
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and zero in the geometrical shadow in the preceding analysis
(see Fig. III-9).

Using a simple Cornu spiral analysis it

will now be shown that the above assumption is valid in the
limit of geometrical optics (A-^0) but leads to an
inconsistency in regard to the uniform amplitude distribution
for finite X where the size of the aperture (2a) must be
taken into account.
III-C. Cornu Spiral Analysis
for Fresnel Diffraction Probler
ems
The Cornu spiral analysis in the present context is
simply a graphic method for computing the scalar field
distribution on the observation plane in Fig. III-9.

The

plane is located a distance L from the aperture (width 2a),
which is illuminated by a uniform amplitude, cylindrical
wave diverging from a line source located a distance rL
behind the aperture.

Referring to Fig. III-9, it can be

seen that

X^

= - IJrL+L) /TL] a = - Ma

(III-22a)

X2 = + Ma

where, as before, M is the linear magnification.

(III-22b)

Using the

Kirchhoff-Fresnel diffraction formula for the geometry in
Fig. III-9, the field on the observation plane can be
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Observation Plane

Fig. III-9.
slit

Diffraction of a cylindrical wave by a
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written as (52)

E(x) = (2i)-^/2 E ^ ^ ( x ) p exp i(7T/2)n^

dn

,

(III-23)

where the limits are

n2 = / 2 M (1 - v/M)

j]-^ =-/2M (1 + v/M)

(III-24a)

,

(III-24b)

where v = x/a is the normalized transverse coordinate in the
2
observation plane and N = a /AL is the Fresnel number.
E

(x) is the field which would appear on the observation

plane with no aperture present.

The integral in Eq. (III-23)

describes the modification to E „(x) due to the finite size
na
of the aperture.

For the strip case considered here E

is

a uniform amplitude cylindrical wave which for large R is
proportional to
(e'-^^)//R

,

(III-25)

having constant phase on cylinders concentric to the line
source.

The phase on the observation plane, however, is

not constant but varies quadratically with x, so that E (x)
^
na
is given by
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^ikL(r-hl) ik-^^,^ x^
E^^(x) = ^
^ .^f^
""^
{L(r+1)}^/^

^na^^^ ^ ° ^ ^ ^^^^

•

(III-26)

constant amplitude (but not constant phase)

in the region x^ < x < X2, but the integral in Eq. (III-23),
for finite Fresnel number, has both amplitude and phase
variations.

This integral is used extensively in the

approximate analysis in the next section and will be
discussed in detail now.
The integral in Eq. (III-23) can be written as
rno ^-1 2
/Til i- n^
I(n2) - I(ni^) = J ^ e ^ 2 ^ dn - ^ e 2
dn
0

,

(III-27)

whence

I(ri2) " ^^"^2^ ^ iS(n2)

Kn^^) = C(n3^) + iS(n^)

(III-28a)

,

(lii-28b)

where C and S are the Fresnel integrals given by (52, 53)

TT

C(z) =

^Z

cos(^ t") dt
0

(III-29a)
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S(z) = j^ sin(5 ^^) dt

.

(III-29b)

The quantity I(n) in Eqs. (III-28) can be represented as
a point on the Cornu spiral as shown in Fig. Ill-lOa.

The

argument n is simply the arc length along the spiral, with
positive n traveling along the spiral in the first quadrant.
As n approaches ±00 the spiral curls asymptotically to
±(l+i)/2.
spiral.

These locations are called the "eyes" of the
If I(n) is considered as a vector pointing from

the origin to a point on the Cornu spiral then I(n2) " I(nn)
is the vector difference of I(n2) and I(n2^).

In particular,

if no aperture were present, then a^oo and I(«)) - I(-oo) would
be represented by the vector shown in Fig. Ill-lOa whose
tail is in the lower left eye and whose tip is in the upper
right eye.

The result is (1 + i) or /2i, which gives, as

expected, E(x) = E (x) in Eq. (III-23).
na
The consideration of finite apertures is divided into
two cases (52):

/2m

~ 5

/2MN 5 5

(wide slit)

(narrow slit)

(III-30a)

.

(III-30b)

For the wide slit, when the point of observation x on the
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n=-1.0

(a)

0

-Ma

+Ma
(b)

-Ma

0

Ma
(c)

Fig. III-IO. (a) The Cornu spiral. Diffraction
patterns for (b) wide slit; (c) narrow slit.
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observation plane is located on the axis, v = x/a = 0, then
I(n2) - I(nn) ^ I(«>) - I(-oo) and E(x) ^ E (x) . Now, if x
^
-^
na
increases in the positive direction toward x^ (shown in
Fig. III-9) then it follows from Eq. (III-24)

that n2

becomes less positive and ni becomes more negative.

Thus

the tail of the vector will remain in the lower left eye
and the tip of the vector will begin to unwind from the
upper right eye.

A similar thing occurs as x approaches

x-j^ in the negative direction and the resultant amplitude
is shown in Fig. Ill-lOb.

The pattern is essentially

the superposition of the Fresnel diffraction pattern of
two straight edges (52). It is interesting to note that
no matter how large the Fresnel number is, there are
departures from the purely geometrical optics prediction
(infinitely sharp boundary) near the shadow boundary which
occur within a distance (52)

AX ^ 1 0 / ^

(III-31)

of the shadow edge.
For a narrow slit, the tail of the vector is not well
within the lower left eye, nor is the tip of the vector
well within the upper right eye as x starts from zero.

As

X increases the tail begins to wind into the lower left eye
and the tip unwinds from the spiral in the first quadrant
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(but not from well within the eye). The resultant diffraction
pattern is more complicated and an example is shown in Fig.
III-lOc for /2m

=2.75 (52). For the case of a plane wave

incident on an aperture, the ripples in the Fresnel
diffraction pattern can be easily interpreted.

It is shown

in Appendix B that the locations of the peaks and valleys
in the transverse intensity profile can be found analytically
and that the number of peaks is equal to 3N/2.
From the discussion above, it is apparent that a
situation as described in Subsection III-B cannot exist for
finite apertures, since diffraction effects spoil the
assumption of uniform amplitude, diverging, cylindrical
waves implicit in the derivation in Subsection III-B.

In

the next section, two as3miptotic forms of the Fox-Li integral
equation are derived.

The first form due to Siegman and

Arrathoon (20), employs the hard geometrical optics limit
(A-»-0) and yields the so called "geometrical optics" modes.
The second form, which is a new method, utilizes a softer
limit which retains the diffraction effects due to the
finite size of the mirrors.

The geometrical optics modes

modify the results of Subsection III-B in that non-uniform
amplitudes are predicted for higher order modes, but
effects on the mode structure due to diffraction effects for
relatively small Fresnel numbers cannot be handled.

The

new asymptotic form employs a functional equation to solve
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for a correction factor to the geometrical modes which
accounts for the diffraction effects.

The Cornu spiral

analysis described in the present subsection enters in the
following way.

The functional equation in the next section

can be written as

E(x) 'x^ E(x/M) F(x)

(III-32)

where, as before, F(x) involves Fresnel integrals and
modifies the factor E(x/M), which is like E (x) in
na
Eq. (III-23).

Now for the resonator problem, (III-32) is

like a miniature Fox-Li equation.

Solving (III-32)

iteratively, just like Fox and Li, one obtains.
E(x) % F(x) F(x/M) F(x/M^) . . .

which is the diffraction correction factor.

(III-33)

Equations

(III-32) and (III-33) will be explained more fully in the
next section.

SECTION IV
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE FOX-LI EQUATION BY
REDUCTION TO A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
In this section, the Fox-Li integral equation is solved
approximately by reducing their equation, using a version
of the method of stationary phase, to a functional equation
which can be solved by iteration.

The solution is obtained

in the form of an infinite product and is much easier to
implement than the complex, numerical methods required to
solve the original integral equation.

The mode profiles

calculated using the functional equation approach agree
very well with published solutions of the Fox-Li integral
equation for the fundamental mode in an unstable resonator.
The functional equation derived by Siegman and
Arrathoon (20) in the hard geometrical optics limit
(A->0 or N->-«») for strip mirrors is given by

Yf(v) = M'^/2 f(v/M)

,

where v = x/a, for mirror half-width a.

(IV-1)

The solutions of

(IV-1) for the mode profiles and corresponding loss factors
are
^^M

= v^

^^^^-(n+1/2)

(IV-2)
^

^^^3^
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where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the mode order and M is the
linear magnification.

A discussion of the requirement

of integer values for n is found in Ref. (22) and in the
next section.

= I _ | Y | 2 ^2- J ^ _

For n = 0 , 6

agreement with Eq. (III-20).

^^^ ^^

The "geometrical modes" of

Eq. (IV-2) are sketched in Fig. IV-1 for several of the
lower order modes.
A new functional equation, derived without going to
the hard geometrical optics limit, is the subject of the
remainder of this section.

One of the interesting results

of the present work was the discovery that it is relatively
easy to extend the geometrical optics analysis and obtain
useful mirror edge contributions near the geometrical optics
limit.

For this purpose, however, it is most convenient to

return to the Fox-Li integral equation directly and to
proceed somewhat differently than Siegman (4). For symmetric,
rectangular mirror resonators the variables separate to
give the Fox-Li equation in the form of Eq. (Ill-llb):

Yf(v) = / m ^

f^ f(v')e-^^Nvv' + i^Ng(v2 + v'^) ^ ,

^^^_^^

where

V E I ,

v' E ^ ,

f(v) -> f(x)

and the Fresnel number N has been used.

(IV-5)
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Fig. IV-1. The geometrical modes of an unstable
resonator.
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The principle method for obtaining the geometrical (ray
tracing) limit of wave optics has traditionally been the
"method of stationary phase" and this approximation method
will now be applied to Eq. (IV-4).

In order to employ

stationary phase methods, one completes the square in the
exponent of Eq. (IV-4).

Completing the square will leave

a residual quadratic phase term, depending only on v^,
which will factor out of the integral.

As will become

obvious later, the stationary phase approximation will not
be accurate unless this term is absorbed into the dependent
variable.

This is simply accomplished by taking

v(v) s e^^N"^^ f(v)

,

where a is a constant to be chosen later.

(IV-6)
With this change

of dependent variable, the exponent in Eq. (IV-4) becomes:
iTTNa(v^-v'^) - i27TNvv' + iT7Ng(v^+v' ^)

Completing the square puts this exponent in the form:

iiTN

[(g+a) - ^ v 2

+ (g-a)|^v' " ^ ^

•

(IV-7)

Although the parameter a was introduced in (IV-6) so
2
that the coefficient of the free v could be eliminated in
(IV-7), this step will be delayed briefly.

Introducing

^M^ Ti^r L^^'^^RY
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^a =- <g+") - ^

=4

^

(IV-8)

the integral equation, (IV-4), may be written

Yv(v) = /-me^

e^^NPy f \(^,)/^N(g-a) [:v'-v/(g-a)n^ ^^. .
^-1
(IV-9)

Now, since v(v) is unknown, a certain risk is involved in
using the stationary phase approximation for the integral
in (IV-9).
v/(g-a).

The phase appears to be stationary at v' =
However, this determination of the stationary

phase point depends critically upon the assumption that
v(v') is slowly varying; i.e., has nearly constant phase.
The validity of this assumption can only be thoroughly
checked after an approximate solution is obtained.

This

consistency check is foredoomed to failure, however, unless
P^ is zero.

Notice that v(v) on the left hand side of

(IV-9) is proportional to expiiirNP v }, a rapidly varying
phase term.

Such a variation would certainly shift the

point of stationary phase away from v/(g-a).

In order for

v(v) to be slowly varying, therefore, a will be determined
to fulfill the objective originally announced: to eliminate
2
the V phase term in (IV-9). This is accomplished by
requiring P

to vanish:
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0= 4 ^

^ ^--^^

(IV-10)

where, from Eq. (III-18b). g = (M2+1)/2M.

The two solutions

for a yield:

"

M -1
2!^" "^ ^a " ^ ^^d g-a = M
2
M -1

,

(IV-lla)

1

(IV-llb)

The corresponding integral equations are:

Yv(v) = / I S ? ^ 1^ v(V)ei^NM(^'-^/^)^ dv'

(IV-12a)

2
f(v) E v(v)e^'^ eq^

(IV-12b)

Yv(v) = /-iNe^'^L |\(,.),iw(N/M)(v'-Mv)2 ^^,

^^^_^2^^

with

and

with
2
f(v) E v(v)e"^^%^

(IV-12d)
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where

\ q = "2F" N

'

(IV-13)

is the equivalent Fresnel number defined by Siegman and
Arrathoon (20).
(For symmetric, stable resonators, g<l, and g-a
g±i/l-g , for P^ = 0.

=

Therefore, g-a is complex in the

integral equation (IV-9), and the possibility exists that
stable resonators could be treated by the methods described
presently for unstable resonators.)
The only difference in the two integral equations
shown in (IV-12) is that the function f(v) has a diverging
cylindrical wave extracted in (IV-12a) , but has a converging
cylindrical wave extracted in (IV-12c) . This manifests itself
in the interchange M-«->l/M in the two integral equations.
Using the diverging wave solution with f(v) = v(v)
exp iiiN

V

and magnification, M, greater than one, it

follows that f (v) represents a diverging cylindrical wave
with complex, nonuniform amplitude v(v) . For v(v) = 1,
f(v) = exp i-rrN v

gives the geometrical optics solution

discussed in Subsection III-B.

The function v(v) is not

equal to 1, however, but is given by the solution of the
integral equation (IV-12a).

A new method for solving this

equation utilizing a version the method of stationary phase
is now given.
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For large Fresnel numbers (or magnifications),
contributions to the integral in (IV-12a) arise primarily
from the point where the phase of the rapidly oscillating
kernel is stationary:

v' = v/M.

The hard limit is reached

by extracting v(v/M) from the integral and extending the
limits of integration to infinity.

A weaker limit, which

allows the effects of a finite aperture to remain in the
analysis, is motivated in a similar fashion.

From a Taylor

series expansion of v(v') about the point v' = v/M,

v(v') = v(v/M) .+ v'(v/M)(v'-v/lO + l/2v" (v/M) (v'-v/M)^ + . . .
(IV-14)

observe that, for reasonably small derivatives of v(v'),
the dominant contribution to the integral comes from the
leading term, v(v/M).

Neglecting the higher order terms

in the expansion gives

Yv(v) ^ /-iNe^^ v(v/M)

fl^^i.MlKv'-v/M)2^^,

^^^_^3^

The limits are left finite on the integral, resulting in
Fresnel integrals, instead of passing to the full stationary
phase limit.

This method differs

from that used by

Streifer (26) in that Streifer used infinite limits on the
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integrals and obtained closed form solutions in the form
of the Hermite polynomials with complex argument by keeping
all of the terms in the Taylor expansion.
Equation (IV-15) is a functional equation and can be
written in the form

Yv(v) = G(v) v(v/M)

, .

(IV-16)

where

yy =_
M7^
= ''-T^

"Y

>

.A(l-v/M)

G(v) E 1/2

(iv-17)
.TT 2

e^2^

dn

^-A(l+v/M)

= 1/2{C[A(1 - v/M)J + iS[A(l - v/M)^]}

+ 1/2{C[A(1 H- v/M)] + iS[A(l + v/M)]},

A E /rm

(IV-18)

(iv-19)

and C(z) and S(z) are the Fresnel integrals defined in
Eqs. (III-29).
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Equation (IV-16) is distinguished from the hard
geometrical optics limit, analyzed by Siegman and Arrathoon,
by the presence of the function G(v).

Since a correction

factor is expected for the geometrical modes in (IV-2),
these solutions are factored out with the substitution

v(v) = v^F(v)

•

(IV-20)

This step is necessary to extract the behavior of the modes
at the origin.

The basic form of the functional equation

is not affected by this step so that the correction factor
F(v) will be the same for all modes.

Since the behavior

at the origin is specified to be v^, then F(0) may be
normalized to

F(0) = 1

.

(IV-21)

Using (IV-20) in (IV-16) gives

Y„F(v) = G(v) ^ ^ F(v/M)
^
M^
where G(v)

E G(V)/G(0).

,

(IV-22)

Consistency of (IV-22) at v = 0

requires that

Yn =

G(0)/M'^

.

(IV-23)
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The eigenvalues or loss factors are then
. kL
^n =

^n+l/l

_ e^^^/2
j2 \C(A)
M

. fT
CCCA) + iS(A)]

+ S(A) - i[C(A) - S(A)]||

,

(IV-24a)

so that

yjn. = -^TTo
/C(A)^ + S(A)2
Ji+T72 ''C(A)S(A)-

.

(IV-24b)

M

In (IV-24b), one should notice that C(A) + iS(A) and
/C(A) + S(A)

are simply the point on the Cornu spiral

corresponding to arc length A = /2MN from the origin and
the distance of that point from the origin, respectively.
Thus the behavior of |Y I is easy to visualize geometrically.
This vector is shown later in Fig. IV-6, where it is
identified with the "A" at its tip.
Discounting the phase term exp(ikL/2), the limit of
Y

as A->«> (i.e., as N->-<») is precisely the result obtained

by Siegman and Arrathoon, Eq. (IV-3), as one should expect.
As a matter of fact, for n = O the expression for the
loss factor shown in Eq. (IV-24b) has already been given and
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tested by Sanderson and Streifer (27). Considering the
losses from a cylindrical wave diffracted by an aperture,
Sanderson and Streifer were able to deduce the first order
diffraction correction without using the Fox-Li equation
directly.

They compared Eq. (IV-24b) with the loss factors

determined from computer solutions of the Fox-Li equation
and found remarkable agreement for large values of the g
parameter.
Sanderson and Streifer did not attempt a self-consistent
calculation of the mode profile, but, as will be shown
later, their "field on reflector 2" would have given them
decent agreement with their computer solutions.

A method

for describing the approach of Sanderson and Streifer
directly in terms of the Fox-Li integral equation, Eq. (IV12a), would be to imagine an iteration procedure with first
input to the RHS of (IV-12a) being v(v) = constant.

If

one then demands self-consistency (at v = 0 only) between
the first input and the LHS output, the eigenvalue Y
be determined in agreement with Eq. (IV-24a).

would

Alternately,

one could use a limit M->a> (as Sanderson and Streifer do)
to reach the same value for YQ* ^^th zero iterations,
putting V = constant on both sides of the equation.

In

constrast, the present method for obtaining Eq. (IV-24a)
is independent of the number of iterations.
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With the eigenvalue determined, the mode shape can
be obtained.

Using Eq. (IV-23) to simplify (IV-22):

F(v) = G(v) F(^)

.

(j^.25)

This equation can be solved by iteration to produce
oo

F(v) = 7 p G(v/M™) .
m=o

(IV-26)

This infinite product is convergent for M>1.

For M<1,

corresponding to the same value of g, one could repeat the
procedure above, starting from (IV-12c) instead of (IV-12a)
M
The infinite product solution (IV-26) for the lowest
order mode prof ile will now be compared with the results
obtained by detailed computer calculations.

The computer

solutions of Siegman and Arrathoon involved an iterative
scheme like that of Fox and Li (1), whereas gaussian
quadrature with matrix diagonalization was used by
Sanderson and Streifer.
In Figs. IV-3 and IV-4 the n = 0 mode profiles of
Siegman and Arrathoon are compared with the solution given
in Eq. (IV-26) for four values of the Fresnel number spaced
very closely around N = 4.33.

The label, N = 4.50, in the
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caption of Fig. 9 in Ref. (20) is corrected to N = 4.33.
Profiles were calculated for two values of N slightly less
than N = 4.33 and two values of N slightly greater than
N = 4.33.

The power loss curve, 1 -

IY^I^,

shown in Fig.

8 in Ref. (20) and illustrated qualitatively in Fig. IV-2,
was cusped at N = 4.33 where N

~ 3.

The importance of

integer values of N^^ is considered in the next section.
The cusp was interpreted as a transition point where the
power loss for the n = 0 mode became identical to the loss
for the next higher order sjmnnetric mode, n = 2.

The

rapid change in the mode profile as N varies across the
cusp location is illustrated in Figs. IV-3 and IV-4.

The

general shapes of the mode amplitude profiles are predicted
quite well on both sides of the cusp by the functional
equation solution and the locations of the peaks and valleys
are in excellent agreement with the detailed computer
calculations.

The same conclusions apply to the comparison

in Fig. IV-5 with a mode profile for n = 0 shown by
Sanderson and Streifer using ALLMAT.

The actual computations

involved in the evaluation of Eq. (IV-26) are not very
involved or difficult and, in fact, some of the cases were
done on an HP-65 programmable hand calculator.
It should be noted that F(v) multiplied by any
constant is also a solution of Eq. (IV-25).

The constant

has been adjusted in Figs. IV-3 to IV-5 to make the areas
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Fig. IV-2. Mode loss vs. equivalent Fresnel number
from Siegman and Arrathoon (20).
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Fig. IV-3. Comparison of the functional method results
with computer calculations, N = 4.20 and 4.46.
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Fig. IV-4. Comparison of the functional method results
with computer solutions, N = 4.31 and 4.35.
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Fig. IV-5. Comparison of the functional method with
Sanderson and Streifer's result.
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under the compared curves approximately equal.

Therefore,

the infinite product solution does not necessarily have
the value one at the origin.
The Cornu spiral is fundamental to this analysis.
Observe from Eq. (IV-18) that G(v/M) can be represented on
the Cornu spiral as a vector drawn from the origin to a
point located midway on a line between B
+ iS[A(l + v/l^r\
m=0,1,2,

= C[A(1 + v/M™)]|

and B ; = C [ A ( 1 - v/M^)]! + iS[A(l - v/M°^)]

....

In Fig. IV-6 three of these vectors

are shown, relevant to the infinite product in Eq. (IV-26)
for A = 1 . 5 , M = 2 . 0 and a value of v selected to be 0.50.
Since the infinite product involves the ratio G(v/M^)/G(0),
m=0,l,2,

. . . , the vector magnitudes and phases should

be considered "normalized" by the "normal" vector, G(0),
whose tip touches the Cornu spiral at the point A as shown
in Fig. IV-6.

For successive pairs (B , B'), m = 0, 1, 2,

. . ., in Fig. IV-6, the phases of the vectors, G(v/J^)/G(0),
rapidly converge to zero and the amplitudes converge less
rapidly to one.

This picture illustrates the convergence

of the infinite product in Eq. (IV-26).
Since the convergence appears, from Fig. IV-6, to be
fairly rapid for reasonably large M, it will be interesting
to compare the infinite product solution to an approximation
obtained by using only the first few terms in the infinite
product.

The first approximation, G(v), will be called the
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iS(z)

C(z)

Fig. IV-6. Convergence of the infinite product
illustrated on the Cornu spiral.
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uniform amplitude approximation and just gives the diffraction
pattern on one reflector when the other reflector is
illuminated by a uniform amplitude cylindrical wave diverging
from a line source located a distance L/(M-1) behind the
illuminated reflector.

This corresponds to a one term

iteration illustrated in Fig. IV-7, and is the same field
distribution which Sanderson and Streifer obtained from
their Cornu spiral analysis.

Although Sanderson and

Streifer did not pursue the mode profile itself, one may
judge from Fig. IV-7 that this approximation accounts for
certain features in the mode shape.

The number of peaks

in the diffraction intensity pattern for a slit illuminated
by a uniform amplitude cylindrical wave can be determined
in exactly the same way as in Appendix B.

Since N = 4.20

in Fig. IV-7, the number of peaks should be about 6 for
the first term correction factor G(v).

This is confirmed

in Fig. IV-7.
A second iteration gives the two term correction factor,
G(v) G(v/M) , which is also shown in Fig. IV-7.

It is

immediately apparent that even with two terms, the predicted
amplitude profile, in terms of the relative heights of the
peaks and valleys, does not compare satisfactorily with the
detailed computer solution.

Including more terms in the

product (convergence->-about 10 terms) adjusts the relative
heights to give the agreement shown in Fig. IV-7.
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Infinite
product

Siegman
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Hard geometrical
optics limit
(v(v) = constant)
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;:: 1.0 L

'First term in
infinite product
(uniform amplitude
approximation)
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oL

J
1.0

Fig. IV-7. Family of curves obtained by using one term,
two terms and an "infinite" number of terms for F(v) .
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The peak and valley locations, however, are located
rather accurately by the uniform amplitude approximation,
G(v).

Table IV-1 lists the peak locations for the four

curves in Fig. IV-7. Although the peaks of the one term
correction factor, G(v), are very close to the computer
results, there is a slight shifting in the individual
peak locations of the curves for the two term approximation
and infinite product.

Except for the peak nearest the

origin, the peak locations predicted by the infinite
product solution are in better agreement with the peak
locations of Siegman and Arrathoon's curve.
Hanlon (54) has recently developed a related iterative
procedure where the mode is decomposed into a geometrical
optics part and a diffraction part.

The diffraction part

is treated using Keller's (55) diffraction coefficients
obtained from the geometrical theory of diffraction for
diffraction at a slit.

The two fields are propagated

through an infinite lens sequence until a converged profile
is obtained.

Hanlon's results also agree with the curves

published by Siegman and Arrathoon.
In summary, a rather simple Cornu spiral analysis has
been presented which predicts the general shape of the
fundamental mode in unstable resonators and accurately
locates the peak and valley locations in the mode profile.
For the approximate locations of the peaks and valleys, only
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TABLE IV-1
COMPARISON OF TRANSVERSE PEAK LOCATIONS
1 Term

2 Terms

Infinite Product

Siegman

.120

:140

.160

.145

.360

.322

.350

.351

.480

.500

.510

.510

.715

.710

.710

.711

.830

.840

.850

.852
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the first term in th.e infinite product, Eq. (IV-26), need
be used.
The diffraction effects considered in this section
were due to the finite extent of the aperture and the
mirror edges were assumed to be perfectly sharp.

The

Fresnel integrals entered the problem in a natural way and
a Cornu spiral analysis was presented which yielded solutions
with considerable diffraction structure, or ripples, in the
mode profile.

In the next section, the effects of smoothing

the mirror reflectivity profile are considered.

It was

recently noticed that Anan'ev (34), in the Soviet Union,
employed an infinite product solution to obtain mode
solutions for mirrors with gaussian reflectivity profiles.
Anan'ev never employed the infinite product solution to
obtain mode profiles for sharp edge mirrors as done in this
section.

Results for smooth mirror reflectivities are

presented in the next section which show, not unexpectedly,
that the mode profiles lack the diffraction ripple, structure
which was so prominently exhibited in the present work.

SECTION V
EDGE EFFECTS IN UNSTABLE RESONATORS
Unstable resonators are characterized by large
diffraction losses due to the relatively large values of
the intensity distributions near the edge boundaries of the
mirrors.

It is expected, therefore, that the effects on

the modes in these types of resonators should be influenced
much more strongly by the effects of the mirror edges than
are the modes in stable resonators where the intensity is
confined to a small region near the optical axis and is
relatively weak near the edges.

Only recently Anan^ev (22)

has shown that the detailed conditions, reflectivity rolloff, etc., at the mirror edge, influence the modes in an
unstable resonator to a large extent.

McAllister (33) later

developed a semi-quantitative method for predicting the
influence of edge effects on the modes in unstable
resonators.

This section presents the basic results of

these works and relates the importance of edge diffraction
effects to the functional method of approximate solution
of the Fox-Li integral equation presented in the preceding
section.
Fig. V-la illustrates the diffraction of light at
the edge of a strip resonator due to the incident,
expanding cylindrical wave from the virtual line source P.
The angle a is related to the equivalent Fresnel number by
71
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(a)
Neq^(A/2)
'^
ML/(M-1)

(b)

Fig. V-1.
tion of N
eq

(a) Diffraction at an edge; (b) interpreta-
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the relation a = AN^^/a and can be fairly large if N
large.

is

Light is most strongly scattered back along the

incident ray direction (dashed arrow in Fig. V-la) when the
edge is perfectly sharp (34). Light scattered in this
direction provides a source for the converging wave
described in the preceding section.

Since the rays in the

converging wave remain trapped near the optical axis and
the relative intensity in this wave increases, the converging
wave is expected to exert a major influence on the field
distribution.

Note that, since the converging wave is

unstable with respect to perturbations, it can only exist
if continually fed energy as in the case of edge diffraction.
If the reflectivity is not sharp but falls off smoothly
in a region of width h = a/2N

then the wide angle
eq

scattering is reduced and the energy fed into the converging
wave is accordingly reduced (22). This result was predicted
theoretically

by McAllister.

The importance of the equivalent Fresnel number can
be seen in Fig. V-lb.

The distance from the constant

phase surface of the expanding cylindrical wave to the edge
of the mirror is just N A/2 (20). This is also the
-^
eq
distance from the edge to the constant phase surface of a
converging cylindrical wave.

The total distance between

the two constant phase surfaces is just N „A and when N
eq
eq
changes by an integer the phase difference between the two
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constant phase surfaces is 360°, i.e. they are in phase.
For this condition, the converging wave should receive its
maximum excitation and the mode properties should exhibit
changes as the equivalent Fresnel number attains integer
values.

This is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. IV-2,

where the power loss of the fundamental mode is plotted
versus the equivalent Fresnel number (20). The cusps at
integer values of N^^ are interpreted by Siegman and
Arrathoon as a crossing of the mode losses of the lowest
order symmetrical mode, n = 0, and the first higher order
symmetrical mode, n = 2.

The loss of the n = 2 mode is

indicated by the dashed curve in the figure.
side of integer N

On either

, the mode profiles change as shown in

Figs. IV-3 and IV-4 in Section IV.

The functional method

presented in Section IV predicts the mode profile changes
accurately.
V-A. Analytical Analysis of Mirrors
with Gaussian Reflectivity Profiles
In order to avoid the effects of a sharp edge, Anan'ev
investigated a mirror with a gaussian reflectivity profile,
p(x) = exp r-2(x/b)21 , for which an analytic expression
for the mode profile and mode loss functions can be obtained.
Using Eq. (Ill-lla), and the gaussian reflectivity
coefficient rather than p(x) = 1, |x| < a, as assumed in
Eq. (Ill-lla) gives
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ikL/2 .CO

Y.f (x) = ^
n n
/'"vr
/lAL -*

e^[-2(x'/b)^+ik(x'-x)2/2L+ik(x2-Hx'2)/2R]f^(x')dx'
(V-1)

where R - -R-j^ has been used.

Now using the substituti on

f^(x) = expL(x/b)5F^(x), (V-1) can be converted to

^ikL/2 r«
Y F (x) = ^
j exp|ikjj:x'-x)^/2L+(x'^+x^)/2R' W (x')dx'
•n n

(V-2)

•TAL

where

ij^ E i^
2R'
2R

- i
b^

'

(V-3)

defines the complex radius of curvature R'.

From R' the

complex magnification factor and equivalent Fresnel number
can be formally defined as

M' = 1 + L/R' + /2L/R' + (L/R)^

N'

= (b2/2AL) (M' - 1/M')

.

(V-4)

^

(V-5)

eq

Now using the substitution F (x) = E (x)exp iirN
(V-2) becomes

(x/b)2
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oo

y^\(x)

= (N/ib^)^/^

ejq) i7rM'N(x'-x/M')^/b^En(x')dx'

(V-6)

/—oo

which is the same as Eq. (IV-12a), except for the infinite
limits of integration and the normalization factor b
instead of a.

Streifer (26) has solved this equation

and found that

E„(x)
n^ ' = Hn (i27TN;q)l/2(x/b)'

(V-7)

where the H^(y) are the Hermite polynomials.

In terms of

Fj^(x) the following result is obtained

F^(x) = exp

ITTN'

_

eq

(x/b)

^

21

H (i2iTN;q)l/2(^/^)"
n

(V-8)

Anan'ev (22) points out that a general solution of Eq. (V-2)
can be given in terms of the Weber functions which have,
for non-integral n, the additional term exp -iTTN;q(x/a)^
which represents a converging wave for exppiojt] time
variation.

The solution has the form of (V-8) for n an

integer and since converging waves are excluded from the
solution for the perfectly smooth mirror reflectivity
profile under consideration it is concluded that the modes
form a discrete set with n = 0, 1, 2, .

Finally for f (x)
n '^
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the following result is obtained

f^(x) = exp (1 + iTTN^q) (x/b)2 H^[(i2TTN^^)^/2^^/^n
(V-9)
The eigenvalues Y^^ are given by

Y^ = l/(M')^'*"^/2

(V-10)

Solving for N' gives
^
eq °
N' " N
+ eq
eq ir

for N

*-q
so that

+ 1
2
M^-1

large and k large.

(V-11)

Also, if y is large, H (y) ~ y^,
n

f^(x) 'V ( exp - 2/N^-l) (x/b)^

(x/b)

(V-12)

)

(

Several of these mode profiles are shown in Fig. V-2. For
the power loss, using the approximation

M'

~ M - IM/TTN

again valid for N

(V-13)

large and k large, the following result
eq

is obtained

eq
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Mode profiles from Eq. (V-12) with M = 2,
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6„ H 1 - Irj2 = 1 - M2(I + i/,2^) -(nfl/2)

^^.^^^

This result predicts that the mode losses approach the
geometric loss of 1 - 1/M as N
increases and that the
eq
losses are well separated as shown in Fig. V-3. There is
no periodic behavior with N

nor mode crossings as
eq

indicated in Fig. IV-2 for the sharp edge mirror case.
Equation (V-14) is valid for k large and N
the exact value of |M'|
U^'^'I J

large, however,

was used in calculating 6

^ in Fig. V-3.

= 1 -

The large separation between

the losses of the fundamental mode and the higher order
modes implies that only oscillation in the fundamental
mode (with the lowest loss) is expected.
Almost exactly the same functional method discovered
in the work in Section IV had been applied by Anan'ev to
infinite mirrors with gaussian reflectivity.

It appears,

however, that Anan^ev did not examine finite mirror cases
with this method.

At any rate, the functional method is

as useful in predicting the mode profiles in the case of
smooth mirrors as it was in the case of sharp edge mirrors
in Section IV.

Using the reflectivity p(x') in Eq. (IV-12a)

and extending the limits of integration to infinity gives
Yj^f^Cv) = a//^)

P(v/M) f^(v/M)

(V-15)
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Fig. V-3. Mode losses for mirrors with gaussian
reflectivity profiles.
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where v = x/b, in this case, and p(v/M) plays the role of
G(v) in Eq. (IV-22).

Anan'ev has already pointed out that

the solution of this equation is just

f^Cv) = v^ F(v)

^V-16a)

Y^ = P(o) M"^^+l/2)

^^_^^^^

where the function F(v) is given, as in Eq. (IV-26), by

F(v) = p(v/M) p(v/M^) p(v/M^) . . .

where p(v) = p(v)/p(o).

(V-17)

For the case of mirrors with a

gaussian reflectivity profile, (V-17) yields

F(v) = exp^-2r(v/M)^ + (v/M^)^ + (v/M^)^ + . . .1 j

= expf-p(M^-l)1v2J

.

(V-18)

f^(v) = v"" exp^-[^/(M^-l)Jv^j

(V-19)

Then from (V-16a)

which is the same as Eq. (V-12).

This is not surprising
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since the assumptions leading to Eq. (V-12) were based on
the Fresnel number being large, and for large Fresnel
number, the "geometrical optics" Eq. (V-15) becomes a
better approximation to the Fox-Li integral equation.
The function p(v) or G(v) is referred to as the
"aberration function" by Anan'ev and its use is discussed
further in Section VI when the subject of medium
inhomogeneities is undertaken.

The aberration function

in Eq. (V-18) was assumed by Anan'ev to be a gaussian
reflectivity profile while in Section IV, the aberration
function G(v) in Eq. (IV-26) consists of Fresnel integrals
due to the fact that the hard geometrical optics limit was
not used and finite limits of integration were retained.
The aberration function G(v), therefore, describes the
diffraction effects for mirrors with sharp edges.
V-B. Application of the
Rubinowicz Formulation to
the Calculation of Edge Effects
The theory of edge diffraction effects has been
developed in a semi-quantitative fashion by McAllister,
Steier, and Lacina (33) with the use of the Rubinowicz
formulation of the Kirchhoff-Fresnel scalar diffraction
formula.

The scalar field in the region bounded by the

surfaces A, B and C in Fig. V-4a can be expressed as the
sum of a geometrical field and a diffraction field

33

(a)

(b)
Fig. V-4. (a) Geometry and terminology for the
Rubinowicz formulation; (b) Diverging waves in the geometrical
optics limit for an unstable resonator.
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expressed as a line integral around the edge of the
aperture area A:
ikR
^^^> = ^o - R - -^ ^D^P>

(V-20)

for uniform illumination of the aperture with a spherical
wave with uniform amplitude u^.

The edge integral is

given by
/1.N

1 i

exp[ik(T^+s.J}

cos(S,t)

dl
^i

11

l-fcos(s. ,r^)

(V-21)

where r is the contour describing the edge of the mirror
and the other sjnnbols are defined in Fig. V-4a.

Quantities

without arrows are the magnitudes (lengths) of the
corresponding vector quantities.

For small angles 0 and $,

cos(n,l-j^) « -(0+$), 1 + cos(s^,?-,^) ~ (e+<l>)^/2, sin(r^,dl) - 1
and using 0+<l> ::: C(r-|^+s-|^)/r^s^, (V-21) becomes

-1
^D(P> = 5ik t, %

g

^1

(V-22)

where C is the radial distance to the edge r and r-,+s-, in
the denominator has been replaced by R as indicated in
Fig. V-4a.

The Rubinowicz formulation requires the

incident wave to be a spherical wave emanating from a
point behind the aperture.

The assumed illumination for
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the resonator problem is a uniform spherical wave
emanating from the virtual focus P^ and illuminating the
left aperture (-a to +a) shown in Fig. V-4b.

The diffraction

effects at the other virtual focus P are then calculated.
This picture is true in the geometrical optics limit as
shown in Section III, but the actual illumination will not
be a uniform spherical wave.

Conditions will be sought

where the diffraction effects due to the so called
"boundary diffraction wave" of Eq. (V-21) at the focus P
are a minimum and under these conditions the approximation
of a uniform spherical wave is most accurate.
For mirrors whose transverse dimensions are small
compared with L/(M-1), then k(r-j^+s-^) ^^ kR -f

2TTN

(C)

,

where

N^q(C) = (C^/AL) (M^-1)/2M

(V-23)

is the equivalent Fresnel number based on the radial
coordinate E,. Thus (V-22) becomes
ikR r

^D(^> = - W

i27rN

f, %

(C)

C^

^^ •

(^-2^>

For circular mirrors with radius C, (V-24) gives

/•nx

^D^^^ "

e^^^

R~ % ^

i27TN

(O

^^

.„

*

OCX

(V-25)
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which is simply the diffraction contribution at P due to
a circular aperture illuminated by a spherical wave with
uniform amplitude u .
o
For mirrors with a non-uniform reflectivity profile
with an incident uniform spherical wave, the effective
illumination is the complex function U(C), since the
reflected wave follows the reflectivity profile for an
incident uniform amplitude wave, U(^) ^ p(C). The
diffraction contribution can be calculated by a superposition of uniformly illuminated circular apertures with
radius E,, each of which produces the following diffraction
contribution

^-D<^> = ^

^

^5

ei2.N^^(0

^^_2^^

where the effective uniform illuminating amplitude, for each
disc of radius, corresponding to u
-(dU(^)/dC)A^.

in (V-25), is

The total contribution comes from the

superposition of the contributions from all of the circular
apertures, or

/•HN
e^^^ (•^ dU(v) i2TrN v^
^D^^) ^ ~ R ~ Jo ~ ^ ^ e
eq

,
dv

,

.„ ^^,
(V-27)

where v = E,/a is the normalized radius relative to the
position a, which is the location of the edge of the mirror
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%

2
2
= (a /AL) (M -1)/2M is the equivalent Fresnel number

evaluated at a.
If the field amplitude is assumed to follow the
reflectivity profile as discussed earlier, then for p(v)
constant for 0 < v < v^ and for p(v) falling off paraboli
cally and linearly, respectively, for v

< v < 1, from

(V-27) it is easily seen that

ve^^wN^qV

^^

^^23^

e^2,rN^qV

^^

^^^g^

"o

uJ(P) ^ ^
'V

o
where uP(P) and u^(P) denote the diffraction contribution
at the virtual focus P due to a parabolic reflectivity
taper and a linear reflectivity taper, respectively.
taper occurs over the region v
a

< C < a.

The

< v < 1, or equivalently

The task is now to find the minima of Uy,.(P) .

Equation (V-28) can be integrated directly to give

uP(P) ^ exp[i27TN^J - expjj.27rN^qV o

(V-30)

When the phase in Eq. (V-28) changes by TT , one Fresnel
zone has been crossed.

Therefore to find the zones, the

following indentification is made
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%

" %^o

= 1°^

»

m = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(v-31)

for m Fresnel zones covered by the tapered region.
McAllister refers to the zones as equivalent Fresnel zones
since the equivalent Fresnel number is playing the dominant
role.

Using (V-31) in (V-30) gives

u^(P) 'x^ exp ^^'^^eq^qj ( exp jl:mTT"j -1 j

(V-32)

which is equal to zero for m = 0, 2, 4, 6, . . . , i.e. for
an even number of equivalent Fresnel zones covered by
the tapered region.

Solving for v

v^ = (1 - m/2N^q)^/2

from (V-31) gives

m = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(V-33)

For m = 2, two equivalent Fresnel zone coverage, and for
N

»

1, (V-33) becomes

VQ ^ 1 - 1/2 N^q

(V-34)

The zone width which Anan^ev refers to as h is then

h = a - av^ = ^/2N^q

(V-35)
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which is the same result stated by Anan^ev.
For the linear reflectivity profile taper of Eq. (V-29),
it can be shown, by taking the derivative of Eq. (V-29) with
respect to v , that the minimum of u^(P) occurs when
Eq. (V-33) is satisfied for m = 0, 2, 4, . . .; i.e., under
the same conditions as for the parabolic taper.

Equation

(V-29) is a Fresnel integral so the minimum in this case
is not zero for m = 0, 2, 4, . . . In this sense the
parabolic taper is more optimal in that the diffraction
effects are smaller when an even number of equivalent
Fresnel zones are covered by the taper region than for the
linear taper case.
From Eq. (V-24) it was observed by McAllister that
a judicious choice of the contour r can also minimuze u^(P).
McAllister considers this aspect of "aperture shaping"
by specifying a mirror shape such that

dl = -^ dC

(V-36)

then

Uj^(P) ^ J

e^^''^^

vdv

(V-37)

where the edge contour varies from some minimum radius at
V = 1 to some maximum radius v = v . Now, just as before.
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(V-37) can be made to vanish if the region between v = 1
and v = v^ covers an even number of equivalent Fresnel
zones.

Experimental verification of these results was

demonstrated by Maunders, McAllister and Steir (42).
In the next section, the subject of mirror edge tapering
is again encountered in the modeling of mirror reflectivity
profiles for numerical solutions of the Helmholtz equation.
For numerical work, the reflectivity at the mirror edge
must be rolled off smoothly to prevent spurious ripples
in the numerical solution when the transverse step size
is small.

The numerical transition zones used were larger

than the width h in Eq. V-35.

Single mode oscillation is

predicted in agreement with the discussion of Fig. V-3 in
Section V-A.

SECTION VI
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION
FOR MODES IN UNSTABLE RESONATORS
In contrast to the solution of an integral equation
for the resonant modes in an optical resonator as originally
proposed by Fox and Li (1) and described in Sections II-V,
a direct solution of the scalar wave equation is described
in this section.

The method of solution is based on an

implicit finite difference scheme proposed by Richtmeyer
and Morton (56) which is very efficient computationally.
The scheme is an iterative procedure in that an initial
field distribution is assumed at one mirror and then is
propagated to the other mirror via the Helmholtz equation.
The resulting distribution is propagated back and forth
until a steady state distribution is obtained which
reproduces itself in shape from pass to pass but decreases
in amplitude due to diffraction loss.

One advantage of

this approach is that an active medium can be treated in a
straightforward way, since the waves are actually propagated
through the medium.

In the Fox-Li approach, any calculation

of medium effects must treat the gain as a thin layer on
the mirrors since the fields are calculated only on the
mirror surfaces.

Solutions are obtained for an empty

cavity Fabry-Perot resonator which are in agreement with
solution by the Fox-Li integral equation method.

Results

are also given for a typical high power unstable resonator.
91
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The Helmoltz equation, for a scalar field quantity f,
is given by

v2f + £2f = 0

(VI-1)

~2
where f and k are complex and

f2
2 ~
K =a)u_e
o

=

2
(ou c + ^o X(a))
o

(VI-2)

where e is the dielectric constant of the medium without the
effect of a resonant transition and x(w) is the complex
susceptibility describing the laser transition, where

XCw) = X^iix)) + 1X2(03)

(VI-3)

and the imaginary part of the complex susceptibility
describes the gain (when X2(w)<0) in the active medium as
shown in (VI-7) below.
For strip mirrors with transverse variation of the
field in the x direction only, the Helmholtz equation (VI-1)
reduces to

2
2
9 f + 3_| + k^f = 0
8x^

dz^

,

(VI-4)
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where z is the coordinate parallel to the optical axis of
the resonator.

The "reduced field" is introduced by setting

f(x,z) = u(x,z) e^^^

,

(VI-5)

where k = w/y^e = 27r/A is the propagation constant in the
medium for xM

= 0.

Using (VI-5) in (VI-4) and employing

the slowly varying envelope (SVA) approximation 8^u/9z^ <<
2k9u/9z, one obtains
2

^

+ 2ik 1^ + k2(n2-l)u = ikgu

,

(VI-6)

9x
where n

2

= e/e

is the refractive index in the medium and

g (not to be confused with the g parameter used extensively
in the previous sections) is the gain in the medium.

The

gain is related to the imaginary part of the complex
susceptibility by

g--kX2(w)

.

(VI-7)

The SVA approximation yields good results for paraxial rays
(i.e. wavefronts with small curvature in the transverse
direction) and for wavelengths much smaller than the
transverse extent of the wave (2).
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The complex scalar field quantity u, when written as
u = V + iw, reduces Eq. (VI-6) to the two simultaneous,
coupled partial differential equations
2
9 v _ « , 9w,,2,2,v
7^
^^ dl ^ ^ ^^ "^>^ = - ^g^

(VI-8a)

dX

2
9 w

~2

. 01, 9v , 1 2 , 2 ^ .

"^ ^^ 9i" "^ ^ (n - 1 ) ^ = kgv

.

(VI-8b)

9x

The real part, v, and the imaginary part, w, are functions
of both X and z and are defined at the points of intersection of the finite difference grid shown in Fig. VI-1.
The index n denotes the z direction (propagation direction)
and the index j denotes the transverse x direction with
boundaries at j=0 and j=J.

A specification of v. and w-

at the n=l position for j=0, 1, 2, ..., J can be used to
propagate the complex field u. = v. + iw. in the positive
w

J

J

z direction; i.e. forn=2, 3, ... and j=0, 1, 2, ..., J.
This produces the numerical solution of Eq. (VI-6) as an
initial boundary-value problem.
VI-A.

Method of Numerical Solution

Equations (VI-8) are solved by an implicit finite
difference scheme for all x and z grid points by replacing
the partial derivatives with finite difference approximations
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The resultant finite difference equations are then written
in a form which is computationally efficient to solve.
Appendix C gives the details of the procedure which result
finally in the matrix equation

.nfl
.n+l
.nfl
-A. u ':r + B. uV
C^
u.
J J+1
J J

'•i-T.i-^,,i-1.2.

..,J-1

(VI-9)

where

v"?
u? =

J
(VI-10)

-J

)

A j , B. and C. are 2x2 matrices, described in Appendix C,
whose functional dependence on the transverse coordinate x
is indicated by the subscript j .

The 2x1 matrix d^ is

composed of "known" quantities at z-step n.

The differencing

scheme represented by Eq. (VI-9) is implicit since

u^^^

cannot be obtained directly from the "known" quantities
u?, as is the earmark of an explicit scheme.

For an

implicit scheme, a set of simultaneous linear equations,
represented S3mibolically in Eq. (VI-9), must be solved (56).
An efficient algorithm for obtaining u.

, j = 1, 2, ..., J-1,

and thus propagating the field a distance A z , was given by
Richtmyer

and Morton and is described below.
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n+1
The quantities u^
can be determined formally for all
j from

^r^ = ^j ""m + ^j

'

(vi-ii)

since Uj is known for all n, if the boundary conditions
^J " %

" ^ ^^^ assumed.

Then u. can be determined in

decreasing order of j if the 2x2 matrix E. and the 2x1
matrix F^ are known.

Using (VI-11) in (VI-9) gives

E. = (B. - C.E._p-l A^

(Vi-12)

and

^j ^ ^^j " ^j^j-1^"^ ^"^j "^ ^j^j-1^

'

(VI-13)

where E_ and F^ = 0 from the boundary condition u
O

O

"^

o

= 0
"

Therefore, E. and F. can be calculated in increasing order
of j .
To illustrate the computational efficiency of the
method, (VI-12) and (VI-13) in (VI-11) can be used to write
u f = (B. - C.E..p-l A. n^l

+ (Bj - C.Ej.,)"! (d^ + CjF..,) .
(VI-14)
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•n-4-1

Note that, if uj

were a one component matrix, i.e. a

number, then (VI-14) would involve only three multiplications
and two divisions for the calculation of the quantity at
successive grid points.

When u^+^ is a 2x1 column matrix,

the number of multiplications is 26 and the number of
divisions is still two.

This

would be a substantial

increase in arithmetic operations, however, if the system
(VI-9) were solved by inverting the coefficient matrix on
the left hand side,

then, at least 2J multiplications

would be required for the calculation of a single grid
point.

Since the number of grid points, J, can be quite

large (hundreds), then a drastic increase in computation
time would result.
When finite difference methods are used to obtain
approximate solutions of an initial value problem, the
conditions of the stability of the solutions must be known.
For example, for an explicit finite difference scheme a
typical stability condition requires that Az/(Ax)
constant.

However, Richtmyer

< some

and Morton show that the

system (for (6 w ) . E W. ,^ - 2w. + ^?_i)
n+1

V.

n

- V.

ir~^
Az

wf 1 - w^
^

T

^ '2k
Zi^

/J.2 vn+1 , ^^.2 >,n

(5 w ) .

+ (6 w ) .

2
2(Ax)^

(VI-15a)

. (6^)f ^ + (6^^

Az ^ = 2k

^77772

^

(VI-15b)
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which is an implicit differencing scheme, equivalent to the
system (VI-8) for n=l, g=0, is unconditonally stable.
is definitely advantageous.

This

They also state that the

truncation error for the system (VI-15) is of the same
order in Az as in Ax, i.e., for accuracy, Az/Ax < some
constant.

So for increased accuracy (smaller truncation

error with the approximate solution approaching the exact
solution in the limit Az->0) , Az can be allowed to decrease
directly proportional to a decrease in Ax.

For an explicit

finite difference scheme, as stated earlier, Az must
2
decrease as (Ax) , from stability considerations, and this
eventually leads to the use of many more steps in the
propagation direction than required by the implicit scheme.
Thus the possibility of using a larger longitudinal step
size, Az, is another possible advantage of the implicit
scheme.

The unconditional stability for the implicit method

of solution of the system (VI-8) is guaranteed only for a
refractive index of unity and zero gain; i.e., an empty
(or cold) cavity condition.

The cases of varying

refractive index and gain in the medium were tested for
stability by running typical resonator cases and observing
the solutions for signs of numerical instability.

For

the cases considered, no numerical instabilities developed.
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VI-B. Modeling of the Active
Medium and the Mirror Reflectivity
A description is now given of the treatment of three
major effects in optical resonators which have a major
impact on the field distributions.

These are (a) refractive

index variations, (b) medium gain, (c) reflection and
phase transformation properties of the mirrors.
First, consider the refractive index term, n^-1,
where n = <n> + An.

The average index <n> is given by

1 + 3-T—, where the average gas density is <p> and the
^o
reference density is p^.

The quantity An is a function of

the average temperature, pressure, and gas mixture given
by (57):

An = 3 ^ = 3 ^ ^ ^ ^
Po
Po <P"
or

An = ^

[^{Cp^M^3^)/(piM^)}(273/T)J

(VI-16)

for pressure p (in atmospheres), temperature T (in degrees
kelvin), gas mole fractions V^, molecular weights M., and
-5
-4
constants 3^ given by 3.6 x 10 , 2.97 x 10 , and 4.51 x
10" for helium, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide, respectively.
2
Note that <n> ~ 1 so that n - 1 - 2An, where Ap can be a
function of x modeled by (Ap)..
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The gain term includes the effect of stimulated emission
through a saturation law characteristic of homogeneously
broadened lasers (high pressure gas lasers are typically
homogeneously broadened due to collisional effects (6))
given by

^

1 + I/I

(VI-17)
s

where g^ is the small signal gain, I^ the saturation parameter and I is the total optical intensity interacting with
the molecules (or atoms).

Both g

and I

can be functions

of position, but the present discussion considers only g
as varying; i.e., only variation of small signal gain in
the transverse direction.

Numerically g (x) is modeled

by (go)j, j = 1, 2, . . .
In a resonator, the two waves traveling in opposite
directions interact (in most of the resonator volume) with
the same medium.

Therefore, when calculating the saturated
2
gain in a resonator, the two intensities, |u|-j 'v I,/I and
2
|u|2 '^ lo/I are added at each point in space and this
value is used for I/I_ in Equation (VI-17).

This is

accomplished by storing the intensities relative to the
saturation intensity at each z plane for a pass from one
mirror to the other and adding these to the intensities at
the same z plane calculated for the reflected wave propagating
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back through the medium.

The sum is used in Eq. (VI-17) for

gain saturation.
There are two basic effects at the mirrors, (a) a phase
transformation and (b) an aperture effect due to the
finite extent of the reflecting surface.

The mirror

curvature introduces a phase shift exp[]-ikx^/2f] where f is
the focal length of the mirror, f = -R/2, where R is the
radius of curvature of the mirror (12) . R is negative for
a convex mirror and positive for a concave mirror viewed
from inside the cavity.

At the z plane where the mirror is

located, the incident complex field is multiplied by the
phase shift exponential and the real and imaginary parts of
the product are recovered as v and w.

These quantities are

used to continue the propagation of the field after
reflection.

The phase shift is applied only for the

transverse mesh points over which the mirror is assumed to
extend.

The maximum transverse mesh dimensions always

exceed the mirror dimensions.

For example, if the

transverse mesh extends from cell 1 to cell 201, then the
mirror may extend from cell 51 to cell 151.

For cells out-

side the extent of the mirror, the mirror aperture effect
Q b ) above] is accounted for by multiplying the incident
field by unity over the effective mirror extent and by a
gaussian roll-off, exp(_j(x-a) / c j , where a is the effective
half width of the mirror.

The roll-off distance, c, is
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typically less than 5% of a.

The roll-off smoothes any

discontinuities which might be troublesome in the finite
difference scheme and is necessary for Ax small.
VI-C. Accuracy Checks
on the Computer Code
To check the accuracy of the computer code which
utilized the implicit finite difference scheme, two test
cases were employed.

First, the propagation of a fundamental

gaussian beam of light (2) was investigated.

For

e^^^^

variation of the "reduced field," as described earlier,
the gaussian beam should propagate from the "waist," with
spot size w^ and plane wavefront, with the following
functional dependence on x and z:

u(x,z) = (w^/w)-"-/^ exp{iP + ikx^/2R} exp{-(x/w)^} ,

(VI-18)

where the radius of curvature of the phase fronts is given
by

R = z{l +

(TTW^/AZ)}

,

(VI-19)

the spot size of the beam is

w = w^d +

(AZ/TTW^)}^^^

,

(VI-20)
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and t h e a d d i t i o n a l p h a s e f a c t o r P i s g i v e n by

P = -(l/2)tan"^{Az/7rw^}

(VI-21)

The parameters used in the test case for free space
propagation were:

w^ = .5 cm, A = 10.6p = .00106 cm.

Ax = .05 cm, Az - 1.0 cm, a = Az/4k(zlx)^ = .0169, and a
total of 81 grid points in the transverse direction.
total grid width was 4.1 cm.

The

A comparison of the intensity

(proportional to |u| ) obtained from (VI-18) and from the
numerical method is shown in Fig. VI-2. The propagation
distance is 20 meters, so the beam has spread considerably
as indicated by the relative sizes of w

and w in Fig. VI-2,

The solution obtained by the numerical method is in
excellent agreement with the analytical results except
near the boundaries.

This discrepancy is due to the

fact that the field amplitude near the boundary was not
very small and, hence, was not consistent with the
boundary condition u = 0 at j = 0 and j = J.

A better

condition might have been 9u/9x = 0 at the boundaries in
this case.

However, for the resonator mode calculations,

the requirement of small fields at the boundaries was
always satisfied, so that the u = 0 boundary condition was
not violated.

The comparison of numerically calculated

phase with the analytically predicted phase also yields
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excellent agreement, with a somewhat larger relative error
near the boundaries.

It is concluded that the computer code

using the implicit difference scheme gives accurate results
for free space propagation calculations, at least within
the paraxial approximation discussed above.
To check the accuracy of the implicit finite difference
scheme in predicting the field distributions in optical
resonators, a comparison was made with the classic calculation
of Fox and Li (1) for the Fabry-Perot resonator with the
parameters:

a = 25A (mirror half width), L = lOOX (mirror

separation distance), and N = 6.25 (Fresnel number).

The

Fabry-Perot resonator has flat mirrors, hence R = » and
g = 1-L/R E 1.

Therefore, g

= 1 and the resonator lies on

the edge of the stability region shown in Fig. III-7.

The

comparison is shown in Fig. VI-3 for the amplitude profile
and in Fig. VI-4 for the phase profile.

The amplitude

obtained from the solution of the Helmholtz equation by the
implicit scheme agrees quite well with the results of Fox
and Li. The phase agrees less satisfactorily with the
numerical method, giving somewhat larger ripples. The
phase computed from the implicit scheme is, however, in
better agreement with the Fox-Li calculation than is the
phase obtained in the Fast Fourier Transform method used
by Soohoo (45).
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VI-D. Mode Profile Calculatinnc
for a Confocal, Unstable Resonator
For resonator calculations with an active medium
between mirrors, the high-power unstable resonator of
Fig. VI-5a is used.

To obtain a collimated output beam,

the resonator is normally confocal and, to avoid high
intensity internal focal points, the positive branch
resonator is used (58). This type of optical resonator is referred to as a "telescopic resonator" by Anan'ev (36).
In Fig. VI-5b, a lens sequence is illustrated which is
equivalent to two round trips inside the resonator of
Fig. VI-5a.

The initial beam area (half width a/M^) is

expanded twice and the output beam area at the plane A-A'
has a half width equal to a.

The distance a is just the

half width of the large mirror, M-j^.
in Fig. VI-5b is used later.

The remaining notation

A typical, confocal, unstable

resonator with parameters listed in Table VI-1 is used for
the calculation of mode profiles under conditions of
uniform gain, varying gain and varying refractive index.
First consider a medium with a uniform gain of 3% per
cm and auniform refractive index n=l.

The grid for this

calculation is defined by Ax = .02 cm, Az - 5 cm, a total
transverse width of 6 cm and the roll-off parameter c is
.08 cm.

The intensity relative to the saturation intensity

in the wave traveling toward mirror 2 (the output field) is
shown in Fig. VI-6 after eleven passes through the resonator
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z=0

z=L
(a)

A
a
-a/M
0.

0-

(b)

Fig. VI-5.

A'

Confocal unstable resonator geometry
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TABLE VI-1
PARAMETERS FOR A TYPICAL, CONFOCAL,
UNSTABLE RESONATOR

L = 100 cm
a = 2 cm
M = 2
N = ||- = 37.7358
A = .00106 cm
R-j^ = 2ML/(M-1) = 4- 400 cm
R2 = -2L/(M-1) = - 200 cm
gl = -75
§2

1.5

glg2 = 1.125
2
Neq = N %^
2M

= 28.30185

h = 2if— ~ -035 cm ^ 2% of a
eq
a = N

A/a - .859°
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The field distribution has converged since there is no
change in the distribution from the ninth pass, i.e. the last
time the output wave hit mirror 2.

The field distribution

is essentially the uniform amplitude, fundamental
geometrical mode discussed in Section III.

The phase, which

is not plotted, is essentially constant at the output
plane'as expected.
6 = 1 -

1/M = 50%.

The geometrical output coupling is
The output coupling assuming negligible

diffraction loss at the large mirror can be found from
the relation for the "cavity gain"

Sc =

"^"2L"^^

In the steady state, g
Fig. VI-6, I/I

•

<VI-22)

is also equal to gQ/(l+I/Ig).

From

~ 9 since the intensity in both waves must

be used in the saturation formula.

Using I/I^ ~ 9 gives

6 ~ .45 for the calculated output coupling which is
slightly less than the geometrical output coupling due to
the fact that the mode tends to minimize its diffraction
losses and the numerical method includes these diffraction
effects.
Before introducing the calculations for media with
varying refractive indices or gains, an analytic approach
utilizing geometrical optics and the assumption of a weakly
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inhomogeneous medium will be introduced (34). For a weakly
inhomogeneous medium the rays are assumed to follow the
paths of rays in an ideal resonator as shown in Fig. VI-5b.
The phase distortion is assumed to be due to the difference
in the optical path between the appropriate ray trajectories
The field distribution u(r) is calculated on the reference
plane at the output mirror of the telescopic resonator
designated A-A' in Fig. VI-5b.

The relative optical path

difference for one round trip is just
fOr.

a

AL(a) = f
n(s) ds ^a/M

^

h

n(s) ds

where 0-, and O2 are on the optical axis.
n(s) . is

,

(VI-23)

In-the-integral,

the refractive index which can be complex to

include medium gain.

Since the transverse coordinates

decrease by a factor of M along the ray trajectories, the
cumulative path difference for the ray exiting at a
general point r on A-A' leads to the following expression
for u(r)

u(r) ^

exp ik[AL(r) + AL(r/M) + AL(r/M^) + .. J

.

(VI-24)

An aberration function F(r) is defined by Anan^ev as

F(r) = exp[ikAL(r2

(VI-25)
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so that for a homogeneous medium AL(r) = 0 and F(r) = 1
Using (VI-25) in (VI-24) one obtains

u(r) ^ F(r) F(r/M) F(r/M^)

(VI-26)

which is the solution of the functional equation in
Section IV.

Note that AL(r/M^) approaches zero as m^*"

thus F(r/M™) approaches unity and (VI-26) converges for
M>1.
For inhomogeneities distributed uniformly along the
length of the resonator and for n(r) = n + nir + n^r
o
1
z
Anan^ev shows that

+

AL(r) + AL(r/M) + AL(r/14^) + . . .

00

L Z 0^, (M)nj^r
k=l

(VI-27)

where

a^(M)
M^-1

M^+1 - 1
M' "^ (k+1) (M-1)

, k^l, 2.

(VI-28)

For example, for a linear increase in the refractive index
(assumed real), then
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u(r) '\' exp ikLa^(M)n,r

where a^(M) = 7/2 for M = 2.

(VI-29)

The terms aj^(M) are just the

differences between the phase distortion effect in a telescopic resonator and a single pass amplifier, M = 1.
phase in (VI-29) simply follows the index profile.

The

The

amplitude, for weak inhomogeneities, is not affected.

For

n(r) complex, the amplitude is, naturally, affected and
follows the gain profile.
Figure VI-7a shows the small signal gain profile,
which was assumed to be distributed uniformly along the
length of the resonator, used for the calculation of the
converged mode profile shown in Fig. VI-8.

The profile

shown has converged after 29 passes of the wave through
the resonator.

The mode profile essentially follows the

gain profile as discussed above.
To investigate the effect of a nonuniform refractive
index in the medium, a linear variation in the density of
the gas was assumed as shown in Fig. VI-7b.

The calculated

mode intensity profile is shown at the exit plane at
mirror 2 in Fig. VI-9.

From the geometrical analysis of

inhomogeneities in a telescopic resonator described above,
the amplitude distribution should not be affected, but the
phase should be approximately linear, following the index
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Fig. VI-7. Variation of medium parameters (a) small
signal gain; (b) density profile.
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profile.

From Fig. VI-9 it is observed that the amplitude

profile is indeed perturbed in that the profile is skewed
toward the more dense region of the medium.

This effect

is obviously important since the distribution of the
output intensity is affected.

It is concluded, therefore,

that this index profile amounts to a strong inhomogeneity
in the medium and that the rays cannot be considered to
follow the paths of rays in an ideal resonator as necessary
for the geometrical analysis above.

The numerical scheme

must be used to predict the modes in the presence of strong
inhomogeneities.

A linear increase in the phase was found,

in agreement with the geometrical optics prediction.
The effect of the roll-off parameter c was investigated
by calculating the resonator mode profile for different
values of c.

In Figure VI-6 the value of c was 8% of the

half width of mirror 2 and the resulting mode profile was
a reasonably smooth function modulated with relatively
large, low frequency diffraction ripples.

For c = 4% of the

small mirror half width, the gross mode profile was the
same, but high frequency ripples appeared as shown in
Fig. VI-10.

This is due to the increasing sharpness at the

mirror edges as c gets smaller and the resultant difficulties
in the numerical method since c is only 2Ax for c = .04 cm.
Although the edges are essentially sharp for c = 4% of the
radius of the small mirror, the transition region is still
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larger than the width h = a/2N^q - . 01 cm discussed in
Section V.

Therefore, in accordance with the conclusions

in Section V, the laser should oscillate in only the
lowest order (fundamental) mode.

This is in agreement with

the results presented above.
In summary, an alternate approach to the solution of
resonator modes has been described in this section which
differs from the classical integral equation formulation
of the problem as set forth by Fox and Li.

The alternate

approach has the advantage of being able to incorporate
the active medium into the problem in a more physical way.
The two formulations were shown to give basically the
same answer in the case of an empty cavity resonator.
This is due to the similarity of the two approaches in
treating the problem as an infinite lens sequence and
obtaining an iterative solution in both cases by using
essentially a traveling wave analysis.

In the next section,

the resonator mode problem is considered as a boundaryvalue problem in conjunction with the Helmholtz equation
and the approaches considered so far are critically
reviewed.

SECTION VII
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF RESONATOR THEORY DERIVED
FROM A BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
In this section, the description of resonator modes is
formulated as a boundary value problem in scalar diffraction
theory.

This offers a more rigorous framework than the

traveling wave approach of Fox and Li described in Section
III.

The careful analysis results in an integral equation

different from the Fox-Li equation.

However, the Fox-Li

equation can be derived from the new source integral equation
with the inconsistent assumption that u = 9u/9n = 0 on the
back (exterior relative to the cavity) surfaces of the mirrors.
For the confocal, stable resonator with infinitely large
mirrors, the solution of the source integral equation is
identical to the solution of the Fox-Li integral equation.
A source integral equation is more difficult to solve than
the Fox-Li equation and several approaches for obtaining
solutions are proposed.
VII-A.

Source Integral Equations

For an empty cavity, the resonator modes result from
the specification of a boundary-value problem involving
the scalar field quantity u which satisfies the Helmholtz
equation

V^u + k^u = 0

.

(VII-1)
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The f r e e space, outbound wave Green's funct

G =

e ikR

r-r'

ik

^

ion

(VII-2)

'WR

-*- -*-

4Tr|r-r' |

satisfies the differential equation

(V^ + k^)G = -6(r-r') .
,->•

->•

(VII-3)

The vector "integration by parts" theorem known as Green's
theorem:

[fV^u- uV^f dV = I[ [fVu - uVfj-dfe

(VII-4)

S

where dA is in the direction of the outward surface normal,
is true for any scalar functions f and u.

If one chooses

the function f to be G from (VII-2), then for any function
u which satisfies the Helmholtz equation, Eq. (VII-4)
Lces:
f

u(?) = fj

ikR
e
47rR

Vu+(i-

ik)uV'R

(^'

for the field point r inside the closed surface S.

(VII-5)

For r
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Fig. VII-1.

Geometry for vanishingly thin mirrors
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outside the region enclosed by S, the LHS of (VII-5) should
be replaced by zero.

Primes on the gradient operators refer

to derivatives with respect to the variable r'.
For an optical resonator consisting of two mirrors,
M^ and M2, of infinitesimal thickness, Eq. (VII-5) can be
applied using a surface S as shown with dotted lines in
Fig. VII-1.

The bounding surface, S, consists of a sphere

S3 at infinity and two other pieces S^ and S2 which surround
the mirrors.

The point r shown is inside S, but the mirrors

are outside.

The unit vector n is the outbound normal to

the surface, S.

The unit vector n

is the outbound (away

from the interior of the resonator) normal to the actual
mirror surfaces.

The unit vector e is in the direction of

R E r-r'.
As Eq. (VII-5) is applied to the surface S and the
surfaces S-j^ and S2 are made to collapse down to a tight
fit around the mirrors, one obtains:

"i
ikR
+ l l l ^ !?#'> - <5 - ^> ^2<^'> ^-^o] '^'
M2
where

(VII-6)
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i)(r) - (Vu^ - Vu^^^) -n^ E discontinuity in normal derivative
(VII-7a)
G,(r) = u ^ - u^^^ E discontinuity in anplitude

.

(VII-7b)

The subscripts "in" and "out" refer to the limiting values
on the interior and exterior surfaces S-j^^ ^^2+^ ^^^ ^1
respectively.

^^2 ^ '

The integral over So is required to be zero

to forbid incoming waves from infinity and is not shown in
Eq. (VII-6).

Similarly "edge contributions" have been

dropped from the pieces of S-. and S2 that approach the edges
of the mirrors.

This amounts to a specific assumption

about the physical nature of the mirror edges.

Similar, but

more complicated, results are obtained if one models the
edges differently, allowing for non-vanishing contributions.
Any mirror edge model is expected to produce a set of eigenmodes for the resonator.

The restriction to infinitesimal

mirrors is not essential and is made only for present
convenience.

For mirrors of finite thickness, it is not

possible to perform the front face and back face integrals
simultaneously.

For finite mirrors the sources are not

discontinuities, but are the amplitude and normal derivative
directly.
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The form of Eq. CVII-6) is extremely suggestive and
shows that the amplitude at r is constructed from two
kinds of "sources" on the mirrors.

The source strengths,

Cand^), are simply discontinuities in the amplitude and
in its normal derivative.

Notice that if u and Vu-n are
o

both presumed to be continuous, then £> and Z) are identically
zero and only the trivial solution u(r) E 0 results from
Eq. (VII-6).

Thus, discontinuities at the mirrors are

essential to support the steady state (monochromatic) modes.
For empty cavity analysis, one supposes that the required
discontinuities are maintained by external means, as if the
mirrors were antennas.

External power conceptually applied

to the mirrors accounts for the steady state power flow to
infinity.
Physically, the source strengths creating the field
u(r) in Eq. (VII-6) should be thought of as various kinds
of "currents."

The nature of the "currents" depends upon

the physical meaning assigned to u.

For example, if u is

considered to be a component of a Hertz vector, then the
currents are the appropriate ones to drive that field, say,
"polarization currents'' (3) .
Equation (VII-6) gives a fundamental representation of
the field u(r), valid ever3^here except inside the mirrors.
In order to convert Eq. (VII-6) to an integral equation for
the resonator modes, it is necessary only to specify boundary
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conditions to describe the physical nature of the mirrors
and then to force u(?) to satisfy those boundary conditions
in the limit that r approaches the mirror surfaces.
In order to select boundary conditions for the scalar
field at the mirrors, appropriate for the mirror material
and shape, a great deal of judgment must be exercised.
Clever choice of the physical interpretation of the scalar
amplitude as, say, a Cartesian component of any vector
that satisfies the vector wave equation (E, 6, 2, 8, t ,
"^

, n^

, . . .) will give guidance.

In order to obtain the simplest possible integral
equation from Eq. (VII-6), one might impose the boundary
condition u E 0 at the mirror, front and back.

This

assumption models the mirrors as a kind of mathematical,
perfect reflector.

The simplification in the integral

equation occurs because the sources G are eliminated: <^ E 0.
As r approaches the surface M-, or M«, Eq. (VII-6) then
yields the two simultaneous integral equations:

ff

ikR
IKK.

_.

ff

ikR

.LlfJS.

jj W^l(^"> '^' + IJ W^2(^'> ^' = 0
for all r on M-, and for all r on M2.

(VII-8)
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Even more simply, for a symmetric resonator a parity
argument applies and, without loss of generality,

^2(?') =*iil(?")

Where r

and r"

(VII-9)

have the same transverse coordinates.

In

this case, Eq. (VII-8) reduces to the single integral
equation:

w

ff

ikR-^

ikR _

^ A r ' ) dA' = ±JJ ^

^1

<D(?') dA'

(VII-10)

^

for all r on M-j^.

This equation, like Eq. (VII-8) is an

integral equation for the source density.

The first

conclusion reached in this analysis, therefore, is that the
integral equations for the mode problem should be written
in terms of source densities, not field amplitudes, u(r).
Notice that one need only solve Eq. (VII-8) or (VII-10) for
^ ( r ' ) , expecting solutions with real k only for certain
mirror separations L; i.e., expecting resonance conditions.
0nce«D(r') is known, then Eq. (VII-6) can be used to
produce the amplitude u(r) ever3^where in space.
There will be no ad hoc eigenvalues in the integral
equations, such as Eqs. (VII-8) and (VII-10) obtained from
Eq. (VII-6).

The only eigenvalue will be the expected
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resonance condition values of T fr^y OT>^«,--P- J J:
axuet, or L., tor specified frequency w.
Also, k and, hence, o) will be real as originally requested
for a monochromatic solution (for L tuned to resonance) .
There is no notion of "loss per pass" in this formulation
and no need for an ad hoc eigenvalue Y to represent the
"loss per pass."

There is, however, output and output

coupling, but such quantities are to be evaluated by time
averaging the output intensity and integrating over appropriate
surfaces.
It should be emphasized that, although equations such
as (VII-8) and (VII-10) are mathematically consistent with
the assumptions made to produce them, whereas the Fox-Li
equation is not, the Fox-Li formulation may still be better.
In the first place, the Fox-Li equation can be solved by
procedures that are already well-known, and which are not
overly inefficient.

Secondly, the Fox-Li equation has

survived tests against experimental results in certain
simple cases, especially for stable resonators, whereas the
new formulation has yet to be tested.

A crucial test for

confocal, stable resonators will be performed in Subsection
VII-C.

It is possible that an exact solution to an

approximate theory (scalar optics) may be less accurate
than an inconsistent approximation to that approximate
theory.

The test against confocal, stable resonators is

crucial, therefore, as a clue to whether one is to be
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penalized for handling the mathematics carefully.
Before discussing tests and possible methods for
solving the integral equations for sources, an attempt
will be made to recover the Fox-Li integral equation.

Here,

perhaps, is an opportunity to identify the mathematical
assumptions actually required to produce the Fox-Li equation.
Since the "source integral equations" are integral equations
of the first kind with the unknown present only under
integral signs and since the source integral equations
(SIE) will never possess an ad hoc eigenvalue, it will
obviously be somewhat difficult to produce the Fox-Li
equation.

As a first approach, one might hope to use the

"popping" theorems of Appendix D to crack the integrals
and extract the source density, producing integral equations
of the second kind similar to the Fox-Li equation.
Such a strategy turns out to be hopeless, because the
present formulation is self-consistent.

If one uses Eq.

(VII-6) and takes various gradients and limits, the integrals
do, indeed, pop, but only tautologies, identities and
definitions result:

^-^(r)

for all r on M^

,

(Vll-lla)

G 2^^^ =b2(r) for all r on M2

,

(Vll-llb)

=2)-^(T)

and so forth.
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Nevertheless, this "popping" method can be made to
produce the Fox-Li integral equation, provided that one is
willing to force the theory to be inconsistent, as Fox and
Li did.

In fact, exactly the same assumption made by Fox

and Li will work, the "black back" approximation:

there is

no radiation field whatsoever at the back of the mirrors.
This approximation will ruin the internal consistency of
the theory, because it can be shown that, if both the field
amplitude and its normal derivative vanish identically over
a finite surface, then the field amplitude must vanish
everywhere in space.

In a sense, the existence of a single

"black back" mirror would account for the total destruction
of all electromagnetic radiation in the universe.

Warned,

therefore, that the Fox-Li equation may be dangerous, the
reader should be prepared for its derivation in the following
subsection.
VII-B. Recovery of the Fox-Li
Integral Equation from the
Source Integral Equation
For the simple case, described in Subsection VII-A,
in which u E 0 on the mirrors ((S E 0) , Eq. (VII-6) becomes,
for a s)nnmietric resonator:
. . I " * " "*•! I

u(?) = [[^(g') ^ n
4ir|r-r'|

* l r l " ^ ~*^ • I

dA- + e [[»(?•) ^ Z ' l
M2

^"l'^-'^'

(VII-12)
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where e = ±1, in accordance with Eq. (VII-9).

For a point

s on mirror M^, let fi^ E A ^ at that point and consider

lim ft -Vu = lim ft -V
r^s
r->s
Mn

X)(?')

^iklr-r'
dA' +
47TI r - r '

->•

- * • .

.ik|i-f'|
-en

• ^

^

.

dA'

(VII-13)

47r|s-f'|

"2

T h e limit is s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d in the i n t e g r a l over M 2 b e c a u s e
the r a n g e o f i n t e g r a t i o n does n o t i n c l u d e s.

For t h e integral

o v e r M-j^, h o w e v e r , p o p p i n g formula (b) from A p p e n d i x D can
be used:

lim ft -Vu = - ^ ^

lim

r>s

r->s

M,

-en

n • (r-s)
s ^ ^

|fi,-(?-s)|

'
V e '
47r|s-?'|

•||iD(?' V
"2

+

feil^ls-?'!]"
[^^\s-r'\\

dA' +

dA'

(VII-14)
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This expression makes a consistency check very easy.
From Eq. (VII-7a), with n

= n
o'

J)(s) E n • |Vu. - Vu ~\
s [_ in
outj

lim
r^s+

->•

fi^-Vu

-»-

lim ft -Vu
r->s-

1

(VII-15)

where s+ indicates a limit from the side labeled S,

in

Fig. VII-1 and s- indicates a limit from the side labeled
Using Eq. (VII-14) to express the limits shown in

!-•

(VII-15), one obtains

-> ->,

;D(S) = - ^ 2^ lim
.im
r->s+

»il) +_»il}

n • (r-s)

J v ^ l l l i - ^P(h
Hg-(r-s)

=;D(|)

Uim
r->-s-

n •(r-s)

s

.n .(r-l)|

(VII-16)

and an identity results as claimed in Subsection VII-A
Notice in Eq. (VII-15) that if one arbitrarily claimed
that

lim
- >

-*•

r->-s-

n s . Vu E 0

(VII-17)
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then the consistency check, Eq. (VII-16), would be ruined
to claim that

JD(3) = 2ii)

(VII-18)

This is possible only ifX)(s) E 0.

However, it has already

been specified thatZ)(s) E 0 so that no sources are
present and only the trivial field u(?) E 0 is possible.
Thus, it would appear to be inadvisable to issue the claim
of Eq. (VII-17).
Physically, however, one might expect that Eq. (VII-17)
is approximately true in some sense.

An approach based

on the Kirchhoff philosophy invariably makes this physically
motivated assumption.

Using Eq. (VII-14) to evaluate the

LHS of (VII-17), one obtains

V

2
M,

v

-eft
"2

or

[eil^|s-?M|
14IT|I-?MJ

dA' +

feik|s-?'||
dA' = 0
47r|s-?'|
k.

J
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^ 2

= -efts .

S(?') v [eik|s-?'l)

. 47r|l-r'|J

"2

-ftg./l © (?'
M^

V

L^|s-?'|]

dA' +

dA'

(VII-19)

47r I s-r' I

It is acceptable in a derivation of the Fox-Li equation to
make a "nearly flat mirror" assumption and remove the
integral over M^, appearing in Eq. (VII-19).

Thus Eq.

(VII-19) simplifies to

fJD(S)

-ft3.||0(?'
M2

= -ft.

Il7i(r\
M,

v feil^|s-?'|[

dA'

, 4ir|s-r'|J

ikii-f'

ik s-r

r-s dA'
47r|i-r'||?'-s|
(VII-20)

In the paraxial approximation, the unit vector

r-s

(VII-21)
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i.e., the obliquity factor is nearly equal to -1. Also,
for optical frequencies in ordinary resonator geometries.

i^l »

-> ^
s-r

.

(VII-22)

Using (VII-21) and (VII-22), Eq. (VII-20) reduces to
- » •

- > -

(-B)i) (I) = IT II 2) (S) ^ Jl]""

dA- .

(VII-23)

M2

Equation (VII-23) is not the Fox-Li integral equation.
There exist no non-trivial solutions of this equation!
This is easy to understand if one notices that Eq. (VII-23)
could have been derived directly from Eq. (VII-18) and
is equivalent to Eq. (VII-18), allowing for the three
simplifying approximations made above.
The Fox-Li integral equation can be obtained from
Eq. (VII-23) in two ways.

The first, in the spirit of the

physical motivation of Fox-Li, is to recognize that
Eq. (VII-23) is inconsistent (is equivalent to Eq. (VII-18))
and to replace (-e) by an ad hoc eigenvalue Y-

Using the

parameter Y, one then demands "self-consistency:"
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^•^("> = lA

2)(s) ^

^

dA'

.

(VII-24)

1^-^ I

M2

This is the Fox-Li equation, Eq. III-5.
It should be emphasized that this equation was
obtained by a bootstrap technique of making an inconsistent
assxjmption and then demanding that this assumption be wrong.
It is claimed here that "two wrongs don't make a right."
A second way to obtain Eq. (VII-24) from Eq. (VII-23)
is to claim that the original problem (monochromatic field)
had no solution for the empty resonator and that exponential
behavior of the form

^±k'ct
e

must be allowed.

This philosophy is implemented by

letting k become complex, k ->-k + ik' , and obtaining from
Eq. (VII-23) the representation

Y = -ee"^'^

where L is the mirror separation.

(VII-25)

It is claimed here that

"three wrongs don't make a right, either!"
Although it is found to be difficult to obtain the
Fox-Li equation from the source integral equation, two

points should be noted:
1) the Fox-Li equation is "physically reasonable"
in the sense that the black back assumption is,
and has produced good agreement with experiments
2) the more rigorous source integral equation method
does clearly exhibit the logical inconsistency
in the Fox-Li equation.
It should also be mentioned that, since scalar optics is
not physically correct, it is entirely possible that the
Fox-Li equation may determine mode profiles in better
agreement with experiments than mode profiles determined
by the SIE.

Unfortunately, at the present time, the

differences in the mode profiles predicted can not be
tested because of the lack of a numerical method for
solving the SIE.

It is possible, however, to compare

the two integral equations for the infinite mirror limit of
the confocal, stable resonator.

Solution of the SIE in

this limit is obtained in the next subsection.
VII-C. Limiting Case Solution and
Proposed Methods of Solution for
the Source Integral Equation
For a confocal, sjnranetric, stable resonator with
infinitely large mirrors, Eq. (VII-10) can be solved
analytically using Fourier transform methods.

The

vectors r and r' are separated into components as follows
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r -*•

X

\

?=

(VII-26a)
."x.

f" =

(VII-26b)

I'yj

where x and y are two dimensional vectors lying in planes
perpendicular to the optical axis.

For the plus sign

in Eq. (VII-10), and for dA' ~ d^y in the M-j^ surface
integral one obtains

r ^iklx-yl

^

«

J) (?) d2j |_g^-ikx.y/R^(j),2j ^

4'n-1 x-y

(VII-27)

"l

where R is the radius of curvature of the mirrors and is
equal to the mirror separation distance for the confocal
case.

Using the dimensionless variables u = /k/R x, v =

/k/R y and extending the limits to infinity for5D(y) ~ 0
near the limits, i.e. for |u|</c, |v|</c, where c

R

2TrN, Eq. (VII-26) becomes

00

II

B

-oo

la

u-v

4TT | U - V |

JD(^) d^ = f]e-iS-^(-) -( 2fT T^) .
— 00

(VII-28)
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where a E / K R and B = ae"^ /^.

Since the RHS of (VII-28)

is just the Fourier transform of

(v) ,

00

Z»(5)

-lU* V

=

i)(v) dS

J
—ot>

(VII-29)

(2Tr)^

there results, after taking the Fourier transform of both
sides of (VII-28),

B J3(S)
(-2i)/a2-|3|2

= 2)(-3)

(VII-30)

or

00

^(5) =

-B

+1U-V

7\ x^^

2i/a2-|5|2 J

d^V

(VII-31)

(27T)^

00

Since S ( u ) ~ 0 for |u|</c and a = (R/a)/c >> /c for R/a >> 1,
then certainly

.D (u) ~ 0 long before |u| approaches a in
cx - I u I by a :

00

Vn^^'^) = " ^
— oo

(VII-32)
(27r)^
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where y^^

S

mn

is the eigenvalue.

(J) =

:^i2, 2
e-l^l w/

H
m

The solutions of (VII-32) are:

7I¥
/

AR

H
n

^"^x

/ -

VD"
AR

x-ey

(VII-33)

where the spot size w is equal to

/FAT?

in agreement with

the solutions obtained by Boyd and Gordon (8) , who used
the Fox-Li formulation.
It is not surprising that exact agreement is obtained,
because the effects of inconsistencies on the back of a
mirror can not be important for infinite mirrors.

For

finite mirrors the inaccuracy inherent in the Fox-Li
equation can only be assessed by discovering a way to
solve the SIE.
For the investigation of solutions of the source
integral equation, only plane, circular mirrors with
radius a will be considered here.

For azimuthally

S5mmietric modes, Eq. (VII-10) becomes

a271
.. /2. 2 o
1 ffTi, ^ e^-^P +P2 -^PP2 ^^^ ^
7m J J ^^^2^ /,^
2—2
00
/p +p2 -2pp2 cos (p

^

^,

^2^2 ^
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.ikL ri

,. k , 2_2
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^^,^

where p, (J)=0 locate the field point on mirror M^ and
locate the source (integration) point.

For convenience,

LHS will refer to the left hand side of (VII-34) and RHS
will refer to the RHS of (VII-34).

The LHS represents

integration over the surface on which the field point is
located, while RHS represents integration over the
mirror 2 located a distance L from the field point.

It

will be recalled that the field point ? in Eq. (VII-10)
lies on M^^.

Note also that the LHS depends on the

parameter ka, for normalized coordinates (v = p/a, B = p«/a)
while the RHS depends on the Fresnel number N, where
2
N = a /AL = (ka) (a/L)/27r. One immediately identifies the
relevant parameters as ka and a/L.

The explicit dependence

on the parameter ka was not present in the Fox-Li equation.
The LHS can be rewritten as

•y

^

f

ik/p +p^ -2pp« cos (J)

,/

LHS =^JX»(P2)P2dP2j
0

0

—

d* .

(VII-35)

/p +p2 -2pP2 cos (|)

The <t> integral can be evaluated by using the method of
stationary phase for k large.

The result is
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LHS =

a)(P2)
2v^^ 0

+

^ik(p2+p)-iTr/4

jik|p2-p|+i7r/4
*^|Po-p|

1/2

dp.

(VII-36)

/Po+P

where, now, only integration over the radial coordinate is
required.
p2 = P-

The kernel in (VII-36) is singular at the point
The kernel also has a high frequency spatial

dependence due to the exponential phase factors, therefore,
2)(p2) may have a high frequency carrier in the solution
of Eq. (VII-34).
One possible solution method is suggested by noting
that the RHS of Eq. (VII-34) is just a finite Hankel
transform (/^f (x)J^(ax)xdx) and that one can invert the
o
o
finite Hankel transform (60). The LHS, however, still
has the unknown source density in the integral.

To

overcome this difficulty, i f ^ is not rapidly varying the
LHS can be expressed in terms of the following contour
integral
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I(p) =

r
ikfx-y|
(a) (j) ~ ~ ~ - cos 0 dl + . . .
|x-y|

where |5-y| =

(vii-37)

/p2+a2-2pa cos |>, cos 4 = (1-p cos 4>) /

(a2+p2-2pa cos ^) and dl = ad^.

The neglected terms involve

derivatives of oD at the boundary, a, and all terms
have k at least to the first power in the denominator.
For k large these terms can be neglected, however, for
rapidly varying
examined.

this assumption must be more carefully

Using (VII-37) and the stationary phase

approximation for the <p integral (transformed from dl),
Eq. (VII-34) becomes an inhomogeneous integral equation of
the first kind.

In this case, the finite Hankel transform

method could possibly be used.

The functional method is

another possibility to apply in the solution of Eq. (VII-34).
A great deal of additional work will be required in
order to devise a reliable and efficient scheme for solving
the SIE.

Such effort appears to be well justified for two

reasons.

Solutions of the SIE are necessary in order to

evaluate the accuracy of the simpler Fox-Li equation.
Also, there may be cases in which the accuracy of the
Fox-Li solution is so bad that only the SIE can usefully
describe the mode profiles.

SECTION VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Three major methods for resonator mode analysis have
been examined.

Two of the approaches, the Fox-Li integral

equation and direct solution of the Helmholtz equation,
treat the resonator as an initial value problem and impose
a self-consistency requirement.

The third method, source

integral equations, treats the resonator as a boundary-value
problem and is self-consistent throughout.

For empty

cavity analysis the two traveling wave approaches give the
same mode profiles, but only direct integration of the
Helmholtz equation offers the flexibility required for
active cavities.

The source integral equations reveal the

nature of the implicit approximation in the traveling wave
formulations, but the impact of the approximation has not
yet been understood.

If methods for solving the source

integral equations can be devised, this

question can be

answered.
In spite of the inherent lack of self-consistency of
the traveling wave formulations, caused by the implicit
approximation, the predictions of these methods have been
tested experimentally and shown to be useful, particularly
for stable, confocal resonators with large Fresnel number.
The simplification of the Fox-Li integral equation to
147
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produce a functional equation is one of the major results of
the present investigation.

The functional equation method,

described in Section IV, offers a very simple procedure
for obtaining remarkably good approximation to the solution
of the Fox-Li equation for unstable resonators.
The three major methods for resonator mode analysis
were discussed in this paper from many points of view.
Fox-Li approach was used to consider:

The

geometrical optics

limits, the role of the Cornu spiral in diffraction corrections,
and edge and reflectivity corrections.

The Helmholtz

equation method allowed a discussion of media effects.
Unfortunately a numerical method for solving the source
integral equation has not yet been devised.

This leaves

open an important area for future research.

It has been

shown in detail, in an important limiting case (with infinite
mirrors), however, that the solutions of the source integral
equation are the same as the solutions of the Fox-Li equation.
This was expected physically because the distinction in the
formulations was present only for finite mirrors.
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APPENDIX A
NOTE ON THE SIGN CONVENTION FOR
RESONATOR ANALYSES
The ray matrix for a spherical mirror with curvature
R^ with the sign convention shovm in Fig. A-la, is given
by the 2x2 matrix on the right hand side of the following
equation

0
I

r
V

J

-H

\

where r^ and r^' are the ray displacement from the axis and
slope prior to entering the optical system described by
the above ray matrix and r and r' are the same quantities
for the ray after it leaves the system.
Then for a diverging system (R-j^ < 0) the geometry is
shown in Fig. A-lb.

Clearly the slope is positive, since

Ri = -|R
For a converging system (R^ > 0) the situation is shown
in Fig. A-lc.

Clearly the slope is negative, since R, > 0.

For spherical waves with radii R.
m

and R
at the
out

input and output of an optical system whose ray matrix is
given by
155
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Interior

R^>0

R2<0

(Concave to Interior)

(Convex to Interior)

(a)

[Rf^o

Interior

(d)

Fig. A-1.

Sign convention
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A

B

IC

D

t h e wave f r o n t c u r v a t u r e s a r e t r a n s f o r m e d as (2)

Rout

=

AR. + B
m
CR.
m + D

(the ABCD transformation law)

For the resonator sign convention, the following ray
matrix results.

(I

0

1

The focal length, f, is equal to -R-,/2 and is negative for
converging systems and positive for diverging systems,
which is directly opposite to some of the formulations in
ray optics.

Rout

The ABCD transformation law yields

+
^in

or
Rout

R.
m

_2^
R-.
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where
f = -R3^/2

,

and similarly for mirror 2 with radius of curvature R
For a convex mirror, the focal point lies outside the
interior of the resonator and the reflected waves diverge
as shown in Fig. A-ld.
convention.

The focal length is positive by

For a concave mirror, the focal point is toward

the interior of the resonator and the reflected waves
converge as shown in Fig. A-ld.
negative by convention.

The focal length is

APPENDIX B
NUMBER OF DIFFRACTION RIPPLES FOR
A PLANE WAVE
For a plane wave incident on a slit of width 2a, the
diffraction pattern a distance L from the slit is given
by

^i7rN(y-v)2 dy

u(v) =
-1

u(v) n. (C_ + C^) + i(S_ + S_^)

(B-1)

for N = a /AL (the Fresnel number), v = x/a, the normalized
transverse coordinate and C^ = C[A(l±v)]] and S^ = S[A(l±v)^
for A = /2N, and C and S are the Fresnel integrals.

In

order to obtain the minima in the intensity distribution
2
the derivative of I a. uu* = lul is taken as follows

>v =
dv uu

du

jL. ,

du*

3^ "* + » ar

= 2 Re

[^"*]

(B-2)

The derivative of u is just
du ^ _2igiTrN(l+v ) g^^ 27rNv
dv
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(B-3)
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J

9

"^^^^ dv '^'. ^^ found to be proportional to

sin 2TTNV

[ -sin

T7TN(1+V^)

(C_ + C+'
J

+ cos 7rN(l+v ) (S_ + S_,)
+' )

(B-4)

The zeros of this expression are found from

sin 2TrNv

= 0

(B-5)

or
S
tan

TTNV

=

C

for N an integer.
J

in ^

+ S
+
+ C+

(B-6)

From (B-5) there occur 2N + 1 zeros

9

(u| . From (B-6) and Fig. B-1 it is observed that

(B-6) contributes N zeros.

This means that there are 3N

reversals of curvature in the intensity profile.

For N

even, there appear N + N/2 peaks in the intensity profile,
while for N odd there appear N + N/2 ± 1/2 peaks depending
on whether there is a valley or peak respectively at
0.
V
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tanirNv'

v»

Fig. B-1.

L o c a t i o n s o f t h e z e r o s of Eq.

( B - 4 ) , N^3

APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE IMPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCE
SCHEME ALGORITHMS
The two coupled, partial differential equations are
rewritten from Eqs. (VI-5) as
9w _ 1 9^v ^ ^ . 2
,,
e
9z ~ ^k~ 7~2 "^ T" ^"^ - l)v + I w

(C-1)

oX

9v _
1 9^w
^
JI ~ ~ W~ T~2 ~ T
9x

/2
,,
e
^^ -l)w + | v

(C-2)

In finite difference form, for (6^v)? E v^,. - 2v? + v^ . ,
J
J+1
J
J-1
(C-1) and (C-2) become

w f ^ - w^
1
^^
^ 2k

(6^v)f ^ + (5^v)^
"-^^^

1
n+1
£V
n
V.
o V.
+ k
-^2 ^"
(n^-1)--^
"-'
n+1 - V.
n
V.
^2

, n cr n+1
+
V.
w.
2.y-^ +' §
2 -J
IV.

, I Wn
.
+
w.
,5—^

2

(C-3)

x^2_>.n+l
-j^ (6
w)j
+ ,.2_.n
(6 w) .
" • ^k

2(Ax)2

.
k
« w.n+1 +, w.n
V.n+1 +, V.n
-J- (n^-l)-J
2—-1 + I -J
2—^
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(C-4)
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Now make the following identifications.

a =

Az
4k (Ax)

(C-5)

kAiz (n^-1)
3 =

~

4

(C-6)

= - ^

Y

(C-7)

Note that a, 3 and Y are assumed to be functions of the
transverse coordinate x only and are replaced in the
finite difference solution by the values they assume at
the grid points j = 0,1,2,...,J.

a relates to diffraction

effects, 3 to refractive index changes in the medium and
Y to the gain in the active medium.
Now using Eqs. (C-5) to (C-7) in (C-3) and (C-4) and
after re-arranging the terms so that only quantities which
are known (i.e. quantities at z-step n) appear on the right
hand side of the two equations, the following matrix
equation results

0

a

n+1

V

1-Y
+

-a

0

w
. <

/

0
-a

a
0

I

J+1
r ^n+l
V
K^J

-(3-2a)

3-2a

n+1

V

w

1-Y
V

J

fd^
(C-8)

j-1
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Comparing (C-8) with Eq. (VI-6) the following matrices are
determined:

0

-a

a

0

^j =

(C-9)

1-Y
^j =

3-2a

.-(3-2a)

C. = A.
J
J

fd,!n

1-Y ^

(C-10)

(C-11)

^-aw^^^ - (3-2a)w^ - aw^_^ + (Y+1)V^'

d^ =
.^2.

avV_|_^ + (3-2a)vV + av? ^ + (Y+1)W^
(C-12)

APPENDIX D
POPPING FORMULAS

r' on S

dS' = ndA'
V -> gradient with respect to r
V

-> gradient with respect to r'

Vf(|r-?'|) = - V'f(|r-?'|)

Single Layer Formulas
ikir-r'
For

v(r) =

a(f')

dA'
47r|r-f'|
i• 1k |I "s* " - r" ^ t II

(a)

lim
r->s

a(?')

v(r) =
S

\

dA'
4Tr| s - r I

,ik|s-?'|
(b)

lim
r-»-s

n • Vv = -

a ( r ' ) n s -V
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dA'

[ 4u|s-?'|J

+

166

- ^

lim

"s-(--^)

Double Layer Formula

For

w(r) E

T(r)

Lik|f-?M|

V

. dS'

4Tr|?-r'|

(c)

lim
r^s

w(r) =

T(r)

47TI S - r '

/-^x

ft
^
r->-^
s

References:
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-(r-s)
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